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DOESN'T HAVE TO ADVERTISE!"
2 Slices & Small Soda
$140
·

f

•

· plusTax(exp. Jan. 31)
Bring this coupon

I
I

.. h e. It'I
R. ay ' s p•IZZa & S·. pag

2004 Central S.E.

indude CiTJTIPIIS Briefs a~ il
regular fe~mre. c~rnpus or&nnizatlons sponsonng
uctMtles in>Dhing r:-.~1 ,<tudents are encouraged to
contact the flui/1· 1 ubo M Student PublicnHons,
Uni•ersil) o..f ,...r,;Mnko. Bm 10.81131.orcometo
MnrronHall. Room 13S.
The [)pill'

{tl/>tl Hill

843·9750

Science Fiction; Literature; History;
Mystery; Art; Occult; Science, etc.

WHY PAY MORE FOR BOOKS?
1'H>

)3ooJ(-5rop
Albuquerque's LAH.GEST USED BOOKSTOH.E
3500 Central S.E.
(Nob Hill Shopping Center!

World News

Campus Brie s

1.
I. - - - - - - - - ·..1 French Courses Offered
I

Pag~

To Children and :\dults
Fren~h ~hme> f.:>r .:!)ildren and odnlts will be

?f·

fered .e\ ery SamrJa~ Q~rmng during the spnng
semester at l-:'\:\1.
.
In its !6:h \e.u. lice Frer:~h for Children program Is
sponst:1red r} l'!"!lf Pr~fmor Claude-Marie Senninger and ,,,ordina;ect r1 Therese !l!ueller and
\Vendv Barrer Armstr . ,ng.
.
"Ci<~sse: ~re a>a:iarle i,:.r rre-s.:hoolers and
children ur I>-' 14 year; ~l;l," !11ueller said: "A~ulis
arc welc,,me t.:> take Jd\amsge .:>f da>ses wh1ch wtll be
offered for them .;; ::te same time. The goal of this
prograrn is t(\ -e\.;:"0Se .:::Uh:ircn anJ adults to the
language. ~ulture .tnd ~~s!cms ttf Fran~e. '*
The cost oft he rr:>~>ram is S10 for the first .:hild of a
fa mil)' and S12 for ea.::h addit1onal ~hHd from the same
family. Children oi l'~:>l: s:udem~ mar enroll for $15.
Cost for adults is SZ5 or Sl~ j,,r adults who have a
child enrolled. The .::ost f.x semor .;itizens is S12.

Book Fair Raises $1,204
For New Library Projects
Pan of the profits r<J,ised during the Child ,
Book Fair held recently <It the UNM Bookstorew:~1~1
used by the Friends of the UNM Libraries for var· e
. W'1se, executiVe
• director ofth~
IOU;
. t s, J erry
l1'b.rary pro1ec
Fnends, smd.
·
Wise suid the ~riends realized a gros.s Profit f
$1,204 from the farr.
o
He said the Friend~ organization is currentlyseekin
volunteers to help collect, so.rt and price book~
"We're interested in recruiting volunteers who wold
be willing to donate their time to work on the Frien~,
used book sale being planned for next October" hs
' I
sa1'd .
Wise said pers~ns who wish to volunteer theirtime
and those who '~1sh to do:1ate books to the Friends,
should contact Ins offi.ce, Room 147, in Zimmerman
Library.

'Cans For Kids' To Benefit

Hospital's Pediatric Cnit
The "Cans for Kids" drive 10 raise funds for
equipment for the ~hildren's v.ard at the UNM
Hospita!IBCMC went public Jan. 10 at Ken Schultz
Buick, 2801 Carlisle X.E.
The money raised \\ill go to the pediatric unit to
purchase items that ~an add to the comfort of the
young patients and their parents.
"H takes an awful lot of cans to make mone)',"
Patricia Sussman, public information officer for the
UNM Bernalillo County Medical Center, said.

Students May Register
For Preparatory Courses
Registration is underw<~y for a program designed to
assist area residents who may be denied admission to
UNM because of <~cademic or subject matter
deficiencies.
The College Preparatory Program, sponsored by
the UNM Division of Continuing Education and
Community Services, is also for students who have
been out of school for a number of years and wbhto
take <1 refresher course and for students who fethbe~
academic skills are insufficient for success at UNM,
said Joel White, director of UNM's Community
College.
The program offers courses in English, math,
natural science and social science.
Registration can be conducted by visiting the
division's offices at 805 Yale N.E. Persons with major
credit cards may also i:eg[ster by telephone hy calling
277•6542.

Buying auto insurance is no fun •••

by United Press International

Getting lower rates might help

Reagan Cabinet Nears Approval
WASHINGTON Senate
committees are set to approve
Ronald Re<!gan's Cabinet members
this week with Secretary of State·
designate Alexander Haig Gausing
the only turmoil.
But even Haig, formerly NATO
commander and White House chief
of staff, appears assured of con-

before the Jan. 20 inauguration.
Six more .of Reagan's Cabinet·
level appointees h;!Ve yet to face
Senate confirmation hearings.
Raymond Donovan, a New
Jersey contractor, n.amed to be
labor secretary, and former South
Carolina governor James Edwards,
picked as energy secretary, take the
stand Monday.
William French Smith, Reagan's
personal lawyer and his choice for
attorney general, and campaign
chairman William Casey, chosen to
run the CIA, will have bearings
Tuesday.
No date has been set for hearings
on Terrel Bell, education secretarydeal with than the outgoing ad- designate, or forJeaneKirkpatrick,
ministration.
designated ambass<~dor to the
"If, when it becomes my United Nations.
responsibility, the hostages are still
Confirmation hearings were held
there, yes I will start with a clean
and
completed last week for
slate," Reagan said in an interview
with U.S. News and World Report treaSlJrY secretary-to-be Donald
Regan; Casper Weinberger., defense
published Sunday.
Iran,
Ahmad Azizi, secretary; James Watt, interior
In
spokesman for the Iranian secretary; Andrew Lewis, tran·
government hostage committee, sporation secretary; Richard Sch"
said in an interview conducted weiker, seq:etary of health and
before Iran received the U.S. human services, and David Stock·
proposal that his country "most man, named to the Cabinet-level
likely" would reply within a week post of budget director.
The controversial Watt, feared
and "in all likelihood" would
by enviromentalists, assured
accept the offer.
However, an aide to Christopher himselfofbipartisan support on the
said the U.s. negotiator "is, as he Energy Committee by signing an
has always been, not very op- agreement under which he will
timistic" of a speedy release of the disqualify himself in any law suits
or administrative decisions afhostages ..
In London, the Times said fecting the Mountain States Legal
Sunday the hostages, in captivity Foundation of which he was chief
434 days, were living more com- executive.officer..
The Agriculture Committee plans
fortably since the Iranian government had taken over custody from to recall John Block, nominated to
the militants who seized the U.S. he agriculture secretary, as .soon I!S
it receives his financial data .
embassy Nov, 4, 1979.

265 .. 5695
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firmation unless the Foreign
Relations Committee uncovers
"smoking gun" evidence of illegal
actions during Watergate.
Committees are expected to
approve the nominations during the
week and Senate majority leader
Howard Baker plans individual roll
call votes oc all the nominees

Hostage Release Hopes Dim
As Carter's Days Run Out
ALGIERS, ft.lgeri8• U.S.
negotiators
prepared
another
message to Iran Sunday on
proposals to gain release of the
American hostages by Carter's
Friday deadline.
Diplomatic sources said the U.s.
team headed by Deputy Secretary
of State Warren Christopher was
finishing documents that supplement the Carter administration's
proposal.
Iran has demanded the U.S.
deposit $:24 billion before the
hostages could be released.
Washington has reportedly offered
about $7 billion to cover· Iran's
frozen assets.
The negotiators were said to be
rece1vmg messages from Iran
seeking clarification of the legal
and financial aspects of the U.S.
proposaL
Sources felt those complexities
meant negotiations might not be
concluded before the deadline.
President-elect Ronald Reagan
issued another warning to the
Iranians that he could be tougher to
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SAVE BIG on.
CALCULATORS

Do You Need
Cash?

Fhhli
~/:..

Earn $20.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

•• ., .. ,$189.00
Wand , •• 99.99
Cord Roador •• , 169.00
P!lntar•••• , ••••• 289.00
HP 97 .......... 569,99
HP67 .......... 288.99
HP 38C. n , ..... 114.99
Optic~!

Blood
Plasma

Ill> 37E .......... 58.99
HP34C ......... H4.99
HP 33C ........... 68.99
HP3U .......... ,42;99

Donor Center

266-9946

C

~ Return Engagement
Mmant oancm . . • .

Mon.-Sat. 1 0-6

b. Dance D.
1c.
LatlaubOV
J>,SUNM/GSfl. Students'/. Pnce

iues.,
jan. 13
s·.15

• ns Singers & Oancers

the~;;t;;i~ r~stiva\

son.,

I

Sam-2:30pm

TI5BC ..... , , .. , .. 88,99

II

0

$10.00
$ 9. 0
7 00
$ '

·J~o.a·~~5~
: 1~8~·~Ci~~~SU~~~M~/~G~Sfl.~.~St~u~de~nt~s~~~~~nc~e~·~~~----------~~~A~dvaoce

~o

.

$2.00 t
oaY of per ·
$2.50

'sin eater Presents

.· . .

{l.lbul\~~~lre0C~~~:~v \J ersion ot

·uss·.lnBo·ots..
$15. oo
J1~:3~0~~~~~~~~·
~~s~s.s~s;s'~--~~------~~
·300
~
, B'wa" Hit MUsical
$1 · o·

Sat.. sun., , .
Jan. 24, 25
For GroU\l Rates e1 • ,_
3 ·.30

.
((Danctu

sob f osse s

Moll.,
Jan. 26

'

)))

.$, o.O

.

Tl PC100C,.,,.,.156.99

r1 sr............. ~8,99

1155............ '. 32.99

Doctor in
residence

Tl 35SP ,.,. ....... 19.99

Tl MBA ...... _.• ,.~,52.99
TIBA2 ............ 38.99
Tl Bus. Anal I ....... 16.99
TlBUs Card,.., .. , 38.99

842-6991

CALL TOLL.FREE 800·621·1269

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE.
... ... .. .. . .
~

.. ·· .· . · THE.
Tl ·. t1S F\VAilABlE CE. OR

HfTLMlABS~~~6t~LE.T5
. ·.
· ·

?OPEJOY
All 1\CKc. ..

Feminine Attire

11-

001 box ollite 01*\

2937 Monte Vista NE

. - - · (Nea~t'!,e_ljnivJ!rsi(JIL _ _

11101 Men au/ NE
J!oothills Shopping Center)

.. ... .. "
~

~

~

1
I

I

one per customer

with coupon

Offer valid while supply lasts

I

II

l
II
I
I
1
I

I

Expires 1/12/81

-------------------------~--------------·
We now serve
We also serve

~
_..,........

Mon--~'I-31Z'

toa.m.-s~30,.m. phone
fir#
.h·.·.·· ~r\S
The Southwest's Center tor \ e

f?ifG!1 of. l1Q8
r?flffiWFJRBO ffiflfDEft

II
1
I

bagels just for coming in
and saying hi!

Potato knish, fish sandwiches,
and a soup & salad special everyday.
New hou.rs 8 to 8, 7 days a week

Posh Bagel
2216 Central SE

Tl 59
$200.00

EXCEPT llllnol .. IJaaka. Howall

6 different hamburgers on whole wheat buns
Cheese, apple, cherry, blueberry & strawberry blintz.

ASU~M/GS/1. Students 'A Price

8:15

!

\;~,
:lf'

Tl58{59 Ubr ...... 31.99
Tl PROG .. , ..... , • 46.99.

tue~day - Saturday

Free Y2 dozen frozen

INSTRUMENTS[~.

Jl '59 ........... $2oo.oo

.
.
. .
I
~----------------------------------------

1

HP41C

$189.00

····~······························

TEXAS

elcome Back!

2916 Central S.E.
Alb., N.M. 87106

HE. W
... L.ETT.
PACKARD

l!P~1C:

CLEARANCE
SALE
20o/o to 50o/o
OFF Fall and
Winter Clothing

.

265-5986
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Editorial
DOONESBURY

Perverse Prognostications
Welcome back to another jolly semester at UNM,
The breok between semesters could have been longer
without complaint from anyone here.
But it is all over now and, once again, time to
resume the process of drop-add until we gat the
cl9sses we wl;lnt {or think we can pass) and agonize
over the cost of tuition. We will, in addition, spend a
small fortune on books which will gather dust until
after spring break if we ever get enough snow to ski
on.
For those who are endowed or cursed with
foresight, it is time to start worrying abol!t finding
summer employment. For those who will graduate, it
is tirne to find a graduate school because unless your
deg:ee is in business or engineerir.g, it will be nearly
imrx:ssibie tv find a job. Unemployment in
Aibur::•mrq~<e har; nearly doubled in the past year to
o·;er S percent, bc.lt that !S still one of tho lowest in tho
tountry for achy this si~e.
Ltie at UNM will. i>owever. cont~nue, though
s::;metirn~:s in gpite of itself. Exactly how is a'lyone' s
f;ucss. but here are our predictions for the 1981 spring
5emester at UNM.
ASUN'<1 wilf establish a legs! cli'lic for sludents
bringing suit against ths universitr. The university
counsel's ~taff will double in size and the state
!egisletum wm create another district to handle the
case:oad.
Cliff Holt will establish a daily flea market in the
basement of :he SUB, andstudentswiH be able to boy
back their stolen possessions at very reasonable
prices.
- The bookstore will change its returns policy
because everyone is about to Hgure this one out. Also,
fewer textbooks will be used for more than om;
semester, eliminating the ha.ssles of used textbooks,
and new ones will cost more than ever.
- Vigilante committees will be formed to protact
women on campus at night. Periodic lynchings will
take place on the mall, most of them at high noon to
coincide with other noon-time entertainments.
The ASUNM Senate will find a quorum in late
March or early April.
ASUNM spring elections will take place as usual
-results will clear the courts by late 1983.•
The Child Care Co-op will finally be given a new
home - in an outbuilding of University South g'.llr
course.
- The physical plant will get the heating system of
the law school working in time for the first summer
heat wave. Three law students, previously thought
lost will be found huddled together under a spae_e
blanket in a corner of the library when their frozen
bodies thaw.
In an effort. to resolve inequities between ihe
women's and men's athletics prog-rams, the women's
basketball team will ffy to all Its. ollt·of·town games in
the Lobo hot air balloon.
In news from around the state we will find:
The state's three congressional districts will be
composed in such a way that the elections of Don,
David and Bruce King are ensured in the 1982
congressional races.
- A decision will finally be reached on a North
Valley bridge location after a German-Japanese
combine proposes a toll bridge to the Sandia Pueblo_
Corrales will secede from New Mexico and petition
Congress for status as a protectorate.
Rehabilitation programs at the state penitentiary

in Santa Fe witi include the ma'lu'a~:~n? cf ;:i- ...;;
paraphernalia for sale in Albuquerq;;e.
Los A!Qmos scientists will ann:.rJ'lC~ a un:f''">l
field theorem. The first use of the the"O:em •~':: be :c
filter citizens' band radio signals, the Sl;Clmd Nl'!
achieve new heights in high fidelit)' reproducto~.
Wally Woofer will announce patent rights ira ser'es ol
radio ads which claim to explain the :1ew th"3re,.... '"
layman's terms.
Seeing the folly of marketing lfquor licenses fo'
$:l00,000 when they cost only $50 from the state. t"e
legislature will enact reforms enabling airr'ost a~) ::;ne
to purchase a liquor license from the state - f0•
$300,000. In order to gain support for the re•orms f•c--;

churches. the clause waivin.g ..est<ct;~ns .:'"".

'%.4N5!l!O'i

7!10WA.? 77!19
!SEP /Yl6!3Se

i<(!ef;:~-;'f3,

ff!OM 7HE 1/i,'l.ff!. 5ANC71/M.

"E41! Hi/tl!£i":'J~t45

li1Ni 1

(~t<tting

-=:.-:t;.7: p"'e~... 'ses

Paul Livingston

-=/

-·;:~~,::·

safes near churches wiii be s;~;icher;, -r?~e .:,~--'r 0'0.~
cnption will be if the bllilding wn"~':: ::;~;;· ,., :>; o: ;;
rs ?wned by the church, ~n \...:hi:~ c~s~1 ~-•:e ;:..-. . .i".:or: ~"·
be- allowed to sefi liquor O;} 1!s

by Garry Trudeau

fT'S 7/f/3 PfOPl&.
7!!13YU G!CI<
ANfJ T!Rf!!) OF

}; ·:·-:.~ -·~

YOVRWA5T5

IJP.rrnission from ar:yona.

...-:=- ANO FRA/JP.
.--=-"""" I

-~
Due to a new low in wi~t8:r pfr::c-;J.t,;r:-_:"':. ;:;-:.~'·z~~s
af several northern New Mo~:co s!( a~e:3 ··~'><-: ·=~~; ~~0 8
new sport .,-, arroyo kWng. Owners o• rb..;:e;·rS:~~ r-;;
OPf:rations wm at first p.ro1es~. then j:J:r< h t~e ~-..~s~ !:
riches. After an arroyo kiter dies ;,.. a eras~ ...::: : .. ~
powerlines above the Rio Grande F:gn B7•:lge. <;c.-a·
People will hire Ernie Blake as a co~s~''tan! ar~ '·,... 2

3-hourspecial near Arroyo Hondo.
_
Due to construction in the Si!nms Fi~"d "'~"· :'-;:;
1981 Ballooll Fiesta wilf-look feverishly for a r:e·,\
launch site. Primary requirements will be a large area.
accessible to the public, with plenty of parking, aetd 'n
a locatio~ that will not disrupt regular business In a
move hoiled by the Albuquerque Journal as CC~'·
tributing greatly to the renewal of the area, the Civ:c
Plaza in downtown Albuquerque will be chosen.
Among the most noteworthy national and international events will be:
Newly appointed Secretary of the Interior John
Watt will suspend all environmental protection
regulations, and almost everything west of the
Mississippi River will be strip·mined.
Having been rendered useless by strip mining, all
the western states will be used for an expanded MX
missile system.
The State Department will change its name to the
original War Department. Secretary of War Alexander
Haig will advise President Reagan not to tell anyone
about the change. in order to preserve. the honor ofthe
presidency.
Three American hostages will announce their
conversion to Islam and be promptly released. They
will then be appointed to the Iranian cabinet.
The rest of the hostages will be traded for an
undisclosed amoun1 of rnoney plus seven first-round
draft picks in theN Fl.
~
ln a series of surprise moves, the Soviet Union
will invade Luxembourg, Cuba will invade Antigua,
and Poland will invade itself and announce the successful repulsion of the attack,
- 'The Nieman-Marcus Christmas catalogue will
advertise matching surr.ogate mothers.
World-famous balloonist Maxie Anderson will
issue a challenge to be the first to circumnavigate the
moon in a balloon. Ban Abruzzo will issue a counter·
challenge to circumnavigate the sun.
As unemployment runs rampant in the U.S.,
Mexico will announce a stepped-up program for
deporting undocumented workers pouring in from the
north.

DOONESBURY

State Supreme Court Hears
UNM Discrimination Case

by Garry Trudeau

UNM countered that it was not
the legislature's intention to include
UNM went to the New Mexico schools and universitities in the
Supreme Court l:;tst week to defend Human Rights Act as public acacademic freedom. Arguments commodations. Even jf it were the
from the State Human Rights legislative intent, it would be
Commission and UNM were heard "unconstitutional interference with
by the state's highest Court, in what the University or any institution of
appeared to be a landmark con- highet learning," argued UNM
frontation.
attorney Robert Poole.
Stressing that academic freedom
The three-justice panel, which demanded that UNM b~ free from
included newly elected Justice HRC meddling in academic
William ~Uordan, will decide matters, Poole said the controversy
whether the university is subject to "strikes at the very heart of the
state anti-discrimination statutes as university.''
a "public accommodation.''
The issue arose in the case of a
Silverberg contended that UNM
former nursing student, Pat Tyler. was holding itself above the law.
In the fall of 1978, Tyler filed a •'This case raises the very real
charge of racial discrimination question of the extent of university
against the School of Nursing. She sovereignty," Silverberg said after
complained that she had been the hearing.
denied an opportunity to repeat a
clinical rotation because she is
UNM "does not recognize the
·
black.
legislature's right to impose any
control whatever on any aspect of
After a decision in her favor by the university enterprise. And I
the HRC, UNM appealed to state read that •••. as extending to
district court. Judge Richard Traub criminal activities and to anY other
then dismissed the complaint, sort .of activity on campus. The
saying the university is not a public university seemed to be contending
accommodation under the State for total control to be reposed in
Human Rights Act.
the Regents," according to the
State
Assistant Attorney General.
State law defines a public accommodation as "any establishSilverberg told the Court that
ment that provides or offers its
real
academic freedom is a
services,
facilities,
accommoda!ions, or goods to the student's "right to be treated in an
public, but does not include a bona objective, non-discriminatory
That's
academic
fide private dub or other place or manner.
freedom,"
he
argued.
establishment which. is by its nature
and use distinctly private."
Supreme Court Chief Justice
Assistant Attorney General Herb Mack Easley observed that Pat
Silverberg said the university is a Tyler's case was "not even before
public accommodation according us. We don't know if she even
to that definition.
wants this appeal.''

Tyler, who .was not pr!JSent in the
courtroom, has not participated in
the case since it left the Rights
Commission in 1979, She said she
was not allowed to graduate from
UNM, has n.ot become a nurse, and
· is now working as a secretary With
Albuql)erque
Neighborhood
Housing.
Tyler now believes that UNM ''is
using this issue of non-public accommodations in order to win their
case.''
She said that she filed the original
HRC complaint after receiving no
results from the student grievance
process. "I wasn't receiving any
response: I tried to petition the
grievance
committee , .. the
petition never got to the committee.
They (UNM officials) felt I didn't
particularly have a case, but I
found out later that wasn't their
decision to make",
"My rights were denied on
campus, so I went outside the
university," she continued.
'Tyler said she- is not finished fighting, Her faith in the judicial
process is undiminished, and she
remains confident that she will be
vindicated,According to Tyler's original
complaint Nursing School officials
told her· that it was "unprecedented" to allow repetition of
a clinical rotation. She later
discovered that a white male
student had been allowed just such
a repetition as she had been denied,
according to the HRC final
determination.
The Supreme Court took the case
under advisement. A decision is
expected within several months.
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Central, is in strong opposition
to the bill. He said th;u even if
Mayor Rl!sk does sign the bill,
he does not beleive it will b.e
upheld by the courts.
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Rf!EfJ FOR'?
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GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN
1830 Lomas

_...... J<:¢n Clark:

Hamburg, Freneh Fries
and Small Soft Drink

I

8189

~.--·

1•eg. S2.i.3

:j

expires
1/)8/81

~

~

Q/'~ &OAM&Q&tld:J:ill.~&&M&.Q&!M&i!IVMli&tlt~&MllMtOO.\W~Glthkls1Miklt~

2 Pieces Golden. Fried Chicken
Roll; Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage
S189with coupon

Open at

Reg. $2.11

11:00 Daily

Use our convenient drive up Windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 Menaul NE
5:231 Central NW

expires 1118/81
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"-ith the author's name~ adtlrt5s: at'ld telephone
number. Tbey \hould' be no longer than UlO words.
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nameswi!l.not be withheld.
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Bill Eckhardt, owner of the

Connoisseur on University and

"The bill is unconstitutional,
Hill said that the bill was not It prejudges people. Who is to
her idea at all, but that of her say what purpose a person will
constituents. One of the persons use the products we sell them
she works with .complained that for? h is just like saying that a
his child went to a particular person who purchases a hanstore to purcha~e a pair of blue dgun wiU _use_it to__ murder.
jeans and was exposed to a large -somebody," Eckhardt said.
display of drug paraphernalia.
He also said that only a small
of his products is
percentage
Following this incident, city
specifically
designed
for illegal
councilors began to develop the
and
that
even then
substances,
bill which would prohibit the sell
those
same
items
can
be
used for
of parapherl!alia to minors.
other tobacco products.
Hill said that a bill simply
"The bill sets down a
restricting the sell to minors definition of drug parapherwould not hold well because nalia, but you just can't define
there would be a problem in its it," Eckhardt insisted. "It's
enforcement. So the final bill prejudging what a person will do
prohibited all sale of drug with a product. In America a
paraphernalia, One contributing person is supposed to be in·
factor which led Hill to .sponsor nocent until proven guilty, not
the bill is what she said is the guilty unless proven· innocent,
growing number of businesses which is whatthis bill suggests.''

)(1j 13&7

1

or

passed by the city councH has
created considerable ill feeling
among various store owners and
other people within the city of
Albuquerque. The bill outlaws
the advertising, display and sale
of drug paraphernalia within the
city,
Mayor Rusk . was give11 the
paraphernalia bill Tuesday, Jan.
6, to sign into law or to veto. He
has from that time ten d&ys to
sign the bill into Jaw, The
sponsor of the bill, Fran Hill,
said the bill was voted on and
passed by the city council .on
Dec. 22.

promoting drug paraphernalia
ru1d its use.
"There are to.o many stores
that are near neighborhoods
which expose the paraphern(!lia
to minors," Hill said,
Hill also stressed that drug
paraphernalia is. specifically
designed. for the use of illegal ·
substances, and therefore the
promotion of such products
should be made illegal.
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Paraphernalia Bill
Upsets Merchants

the ad dept. Will be glad
to help you expose
yourself to this
$450,000 per day market.
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Plans Almost Dorte,
Restoration Bids Next
Mart: L. Men·is

Ilodgin Hall Fund Meets Goal

Hodgin served UNM for 28 years
in 1897 as professor of
education, dean of the university
and later as vice president of the
university before retiting in 1925.
A 32-year-old lawyer named
:Sernard Shandon Rodey, known as
"the father of the university,"
negotiated with members of the
New Mexico Territorial Legislature
to establish the school in
Albuquerque. The university was
founde\1 on Feb. 28, 1889.
Before Hadley Hall was erected
in 1899. Hodgin Hall stood alone
for seven years. in the middle of the
desert and served all academic and
administrative functions of the
university. Other buildings were
constructed before Hadley Hall was
destroyed by firein 1910.
The university's third president,
William Geotge Tight, came to
UNMin 1901.
In 1908, the walls of Hodgin Hall
could no longer support its massive
pitched roof. Remodeling was
necessary and Tight decided a flat
roof andpueblo architectural style
WEre more appropriate than the
Eastern arid Midwestern choice of
Richardsonian Romanesque style.
Today, the external appearance
continued on page 7 • _..
b~ginning

This is the first oj a two-part series
about the restoration, renovation
and remodeling of Hodgin Han

Hodgin Hall a.t one time housed the entire University .of New Mexico. Taken around 1900, this pic·
ture shows a dirt road that is now Central Avenue. The picture was apparently taken from a horse·
drawn buggy(note the shadow of a horse's hei!.d on the road).

Sparked by anger and resentment
over the !97 I demolition of the old
Rodey HaJI and some of
Albuquerque's most treasured
historical landmarks, the UNM
Alumni Association began its drive
two years ago to raise $200,000 to
help save Hodgin Hall, built in
1892.
The university's oldest building
was originally constructed of red
brick with a steeply pitched roof in
the Richardsonian Romanesque
style with sandstone trim and rows
of narrow, arched windows on 20
acres of land two miles east of
town.
It was named in memory of
Charles Elkanah Hodgin by the
UNM Board of Regents on Jan. 14,
1936. Hodgin was one of five
members of the university's first
graduating class in 1894, He
became the _(irst SllPerintendent of
Albuquerque Public; Schools-- in
September of 1891 and helped to
organize the New Mexico
Education Association in 1·896,

continued from page 6
of Hodgin Hall reflects that
remodeling. Renovation a.nd
restoration· of Hodgin Hall will
follow the pueblo architectural style
of that time. Two additions were
made to the structure during that
remodeling. Rodey Hall, a 500-seat
auditorium named after BernardS._
.Rodey, was built against the north
face of Hodgin Hall in 1908. The
second addition was built on the
south face of the building for D.ean
Hodgin's department of education.

The old Rodey Hall W!!S razed in
1971 because ofnum~rous buildinr;
code violations. It was torn down to
make way for Redondo Drive. The
new Rodey Hall is situated within
the Fine Arts Center.
The same fire, plumbing and
handicap building code violations
that existed in the old Rodey Hall
are problems common to Hodgin
Hall, said Edward B. T. Glass,
assistant to the university architect.
In the early 1970s, Hodgin Hall was
also considered for demolition.
This angered many members of
the UNM Alumni Association, said
Melissa Howard, editor of the
UNM Alumnus. In 1972, the
association sent a resolution- to the
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Please ask us for late-listed courses, text location, anything
we can help you with.
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BOOK RETURNS:

Just about everybody drops a Class,
changes schedules, etc.

Chamisa
Bookshop

PLEASE READ OUR RETURNS POLICY!
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2. Last day to return foil texts is FEBRUARY 14.
3. Books must be in original condition as purchased
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OUR REGULAR HOURS

are Bam to 5pm weekdays,
and 9am to lpm Saturdays, closed Sundays.

THE MEDICAL·LEGAL BRANCH STORE, located
in the Family Practice Building on North Campus, is open
weekdays Bam to 5pm.
SPECIAL REGISTRATION HOURS are
Monday, Jan; 19 from Bam to 7pm
Tuesday, Jan. 20 from Barn to 7pm

DON'T FORGET IT'S NOT TOO LATE
to sell back your used textbooks!
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The classes cover a wide range
Registration began Jan. 5 for
m<>re than 270 classes to be of interests under ll headings,
offered during the 1981 spring including academic slcills, arts
semester by the UNM Com- and crafts, bonne cuisine,
business and finance, certificate
munity College.
programs,
communication
With the exception of a few skills,
growing
things,
classes designed specificallY for humanities, languages,
youngsters, the classes are open medicine, music and dance,
to all adults, regardless of their recreation and physical fitnesn,
educational backgrounds, who special interest programs and
are interested in learning In a "everything else."
non-competitive environment.
For most classes there are no
White said special registratlon
credits, grades or transcripts, hours wUI be conducted at the
although certificates of com- UNM Division of Continuing
pletion are issued upon request.
Education and Community
Most of the classes begin the Services, 805 Yale N.E., on
week of Feb. 2. "All cou.rses weekdays from 8 to 6 p;m, and
have a minimum and maximum Saturdays from 9:30 to l :30
enrollment level," said Joel p.m., thr.ough Jan. 30.
White, UNM Community
College ·director. "It is imCosts for the classes vary, but
portant to register early not only attempts are made to keep the
to gUl\rantee your place in class class fees as low as possible.
but to assure that the class will Persons who are 60 years old or
meet the necessary minimum older are eligible for a $15 class
enrollment level.''
tuition discount.

Burger King will pay for your school books, up to
$100. When you purchase your bOo\Xs~save your
receipts. Drop this coupon In the box at Burger
King (Central store only). We will have a drawing
on Feb. 2, at 3 pm.

BURGER

UNM BOOKSTORE is glad to see you back!

Community College Open
For Spring Registration

FOREIGN AUTO SERVI:CE

Free Text Books

Drawing

~

Board of Regents, asking that the $200.,000 but will continue to solicit
building be preserved as a museum. private contributions to cover
Many members of the association increasing building costs, Howard
and the Regents worked to get the said. The money is expected to be
building registered as a historic u~ed for massive structural repairs
landmark, a first step taken to 011 the building,
·
ensure the building would not be
Glass said . .the ru;cbitect's office
leveled,
hopes to get architectural plans for
In 1975, Joseph B. Burwinkle the building out for bid later this
Jr., an Albuquerque architect, was spring.
appointed. by the l\lumni board to
When renovation of Hodgin Hall
work with the university an plans
is
complete, the building will be
for the restoration and remodeling
occupied by the Alumni Office, the
of the building,
Development
Office, . the
In the mid·l970s, the building Trailblazers and the Alumni
was listed on the city's Historic Association,
Landmarks Survey, the State
John Meigs, ilortist, restoration
Register .of Cultural Properties and
the National Register of Historic expert and execntive director ofthe
Lincoln County Heritage Trust, has
Places.
been hired by the universlty to
The Board of Regents in 1978 gather antique furnishings, furauthorized the e11penditure of niture and period pieces for the
$20,000 of UNM funds for building. Hodgin will house a
preparation of preliminary museum, hall of fame, library of
drawings for restoration of Hodgin artifacts and a meeting room.
Hall. Burwinkle has been working
Restoration of Hodgin Hall and
on the drawings in the last few years
in cooperation with the university occupancy of the building by the
architect's office, Glass said Alumni Association will force the
geography department and 10
Tuesday.
The Hodgin Hall restoration graduate students in art to find
fund has exceeded itS- goal of other homes.

It's a wise move into the
residence halls, and the price
is right. Space is available for
the Spring Semester, but apply early! Don't be left out.

UNM AESID&NCI HALLS
Contact: Housing Reservations
La Posada'Hall
277·2606

·

I

~
Coal

*

Ceninil
UNM·campus

VISA

·

•P.ORSCHE
• DATSUN

•TOYOTA
• MG

•VW

• VOLVO
• SAAB
•BMW

2133ST. CYR S.E·.

247·0547
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Board of Regents Delay Decision
In Librarian's Retirement Case

NURSING •..
the Army way!
SFC Hoyt L. Clabum
4111 N. Mesa
E.l P;:~so, TX 79902
91 5·544·8862

Fealurmg ...

Specializing in
Backpacking and
Mountaineering

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

THE NORTH FACE
SIERRA DESIGNS
KELTY
MARMOT
LOWE ALPINE
HINE'SNOWBRIDGE
VASQUE BOOTS
.
ALTR.A KITS

For The Finest In ·-

• TENTS

•

Vl.s;1

S~!:IOPING ~AG~

• PACKS • CLIMBING
EQUIPMENT
• OUTDOOR
CLOTHING
• CANOES
• KAYAKS
•RAFTS

-

• BOOTS
• LIGHTWEIGHT
FOODS

compl~int.

Peter Rask, UNM Attorney,
argued that Bess was fired because
his work performance was un·
satisfactory and that the faculty
committee inappropriately interpreted the decision ;J.s an in·

•SNOWSHOES
• SKI TOURING

EOUIPME;NT

Sales • Rentals • Service

881-5223
6307 MENAUL BLVD, N_.E.
(ACROSS FROM NEW CORONADO CENTERl

DANSKINS
ARE· NOT JUST FOR DANCING

NIKO·N·.
OM-2N
• Wt!'! OTF

~o!Hhe·f•lrt') E'XPCS~.>re

TEXAS
INSTRUME:NTS

Scientific

Scientific

ON SALE LIST
49 50
55° 0
HP-32E
0
HP-33C
81°
90""
HP·41C 225°0 250° 0
HP·67
299"' 375° 0

ON SALE LIST
Tl·30
14°5 221! 0
1'1·35
19°5
25° 0
Tl-50
34"·' 40"'
Tl-58C
104"' 140°0
Tl-59
249°5 300""

Business

HP·37E
HP·38C

67511
135°0

75llll

150°

0

19°5
44°5

• Wh11e OTF 15 .at.tomatlc_ 1he OM·2 can a1so

be regulated manl1J..I1y

ow~~ nas .J total!~ camera~
Cfl!1t•Oi!ed flaSh ~..oM lc1 flawtess expOSUfES
evef'v t'n'f' Af'I;;J ITIUch more

Only ....... .

developed technology. rrs modest·
ly pnced so more people than ever
can enjoy the pleasures and satisfaction of Nikon photography.

• EMwith5Dmm
ILB E lens ...... .

;

f.,~..

General
Store
403 Cordova Rd. West
Santil Fe

111 l-ff'lrvard SF
(ciuu"" lrorn UNtvl)

8117 Menaul NE
(dcruss frorn Hofhnc~ntown)

The new Hl'·34C Advanced
Continuo us M em orv Sci en tlfic
l'rogrammablc offer.~ you these
programming features: up lo 370
programmable keystrokes; label,
line and indirect branching; 6
snhrouUne levels; indirect datu
storage;_ insert/delete editing; 4
flags; 12 labels; 2 user definable
keys; loop control and morel

F6;Jij
a:eJIII

reg. 150.00

TI-55
34° 5

• Shutter-priority automatic
exposure SLR
• Incredibly lightweight, compact
and easy to use
• Instant response. sensitive
silicon exposure metering

L>ghtwelght, aulot:natic/manual SLA.
Shutter-prionly system with speeds lo
1110001h. W1th Hexanon f/1 Biens

The EM IS engineered to g1ve you
superbly sharp. colorfully life·like
pictures and slides with automatic
ease. and through specral N1kon·

S21995

• More Jeatures !or IE!$$ price.
• fully automatic plus
complete manual override.
• Total information viewfinder.
• Electro/magnetic shutter

$21995

Konica FS-1 :
WllH BUILT-IN AUTOWINOER )

release:.
• 2·1(2 fps auto winder capability.
• Accepts Jamous ·carl Zeiss and
Vashlca ML and Y(JS lenses.

NIKONFE

• Over 160 accessories availat>le.

• with 50mm
f2.0 lens ...•.

525995

$31995
Elens .......... .

• OM-2Nwith
50mm 11.8lens ...... 541995
• .OM-10 w.~50mm 11.8 .. 5229 95
• Winder lL .. .. . . . .. . 599 95
• HO Flash . . . . . . . . . . 56995

OM-1N

• with .50mm
11.8 lens .......... $39995
.
• Flash 177A
•......• ·-S6995
• Power Winder A . . . . . 59495
• Flash 199A .•...... s1 0995
• Motor Drive MA Set . . 5219 95

Now Just

$4995

NIKKOR AI LENSES

1'he TI-55 Advanced Slide Rule
offers you 32 steps of programming with 10 user memories, 8
commonly used conversions with
9 levels of parentheses.
'frigonomcttic, Statistical Func·
lions and more.

reg. 40.00

• 28mm.f3.5 ... , ...•. S18995

•
•
•
•

. .. 5169
135mml3.5 ......
200rnrn 14.0 ........ 528995
ssrnm 12.8 Micro ..... 523995
1osmm 12.8 Micro ...• 540995

95

~:f.t~uantara

• with 50mm

t.B lens

_

...... , . .. . 525995

CHI NON
PEOPlE WHO LOVE ?EOPLE
LOVE CHINON CAMERAS

• 80 _205mm f4.5 Auto, 1 Touch Zoom_ .. · · · · · :189::
• 75·200mm f4.5 Auto, 1 Touch Macro Zoom , . 239

51. 4995

#211.. ... . ss995
#421 ... 589 95

Quantities are limited

PACKARD

"TEXAS INSTRUMENTS REBATE*
Additional Savings oil these TI products
TI-BA-I, TI-,58C, TI-59, TI-35 and more
Sal(• Ends 1/31/81

Quantitit•s Limi!cd

1\i.C-Vl!iA.AMEHJ(:AN EXPHESS

401 WYOMlNG NE 265·79Hl

HCLMAN•s_O~------,

8206 Menaul N.E.
Hoffmantown Shopping Center

299-6644
299·2716

• 135mm 13.5 ....... 511995
• 200 14.0 ......... ' 519995
• 100.·200rnrn 15.6 .... s18995

· . . .. . • . • s799s
• 135mm 12.8
OR BOTH
FOR ONLY .........

#111. ..... s4995

Texas Instruments

HEWLETT

CANON LENSES
• 28mrn 12.8 . . . . . ... 512995

SICOR LENSES
• 2Bri1m 12.8· ........ . s79·95

FLASHES

y

• with 5omm
s2599s
11.8lens · · · · · • · · ·w1uletoeylasl

CANON A-1

• 135mm 3.5 . . . . . . . . . . s999s
• 55mm 13.5 Macro .... s219 95

• 2Bmm 2.8 .......... . s9995
• toomm 12.8 ........ . s7995
• 75-150mm 13.5 ...... 522995

• Accepts all Canon FO lenses
for AE operation
• Unbeatable performance at an
unbeatable price

OLUMPUS LENSES·
• 2Brnm 13.5 .. . .. .. .. . s9995
• 135mm 13.5 .- . . . . . . . 599 95
5229 95
, 75-150mm 14 .

KONICA LENSES
• 28mmi3,:i ......... S1Q995

SERIES E LENSES

Tl·55
HP-34C
13500

you get full expo·

• _In 1300:11!0" :tJe

w 50mm ILB

HP-34C

~o-

SJ.Ire conlrol

s299 95
• AF ............... S1599S
• EFP Kit .......... _.. s5995

25° 0
50""

me pho~ _

lograpi'IIS bemg take., 1nsteao of before
• OTF olfe:.rs. grea1er accuarcy because 1!
measure5 1M 1tql".t actual!~ reachmg \he f,lfn

• wlth 1.8 lens
at Reed's only .....

Business

'1'1-BA·I
TI-BA"Il

control ttil~

- -e}(pos.ure:JS autcmatu:ally seLwU!!E!

BACK TO SCHOOL ...
CALCULATOR SALE
HEWLETT PACKARD

BLOWOUT SALE

We're making room for 1981, and that means savings for you.
Listed here are only some of the thousands of specially priced items.

.·,.

--

Big on service.

DURING OUR NEW YEAR INVENTOR

John Perovich, UNM vice
president
for business ;l.Ild finance,
One of the main purposes of the
Scholarship program is tO en· said the Corps has $250;000
courage high school graduates in available for the project and UNM
New Mexico to attend an in-state would be required to help pay
construction costs only if the
rather than out-of-state university.
Maloof contributed a great deal project exceeds that amount. He
to the funding of the scholarship said, however, that the Corps
program. Each year, a special estimates the cost of construction
dinner is held for the recipients .and will be about $90,000.
the _sponsors of the scholarships.
The Regents also. heard a report
Maloof had always in the past paid
UNM'.s new cult11ral and
on
for the special dinner in addition to
academic
exchange agreement with
contributing funds to the
the
Universidad
Nacional
scholarships.
Autonoma
de
Mexico.
The
Bob Lalicker, director of the
Development Office, is. sponsor of agreement was signed with the
raising funds for the Presidential school in November.
Scholarship Program. He plans to
The report included that the
meet with the Maloof family soon student exchanges could start in
to discuss future funding for the 1981 and will lead to exchanges of
program. There have been many cultural groups, students and
gifts from various businesses sent in faculty
members,
mutual
for the benefit of the program in distribution of publications and
memory of George Maloof.
joint research efforts.

George Maloof was a man
remembered by many for contributing a great deal of support to
UNM programs. One of great
signlfic;mce that Maloof supported
is the Presidential Scholarship
Program.
One hundred incoming freshman
are awarded a Presidential
Scholarship each year. The
scholarship covers the students'
tuition and fees for one academic
year and is renewable if the. student
meets
certain
academic
requirements ..
Recipients are selected for their
academic excellence. High school
transcripts,. ACT or SAT scores,
letters of recomendation and an
autobiographical sketch are all
considered When selecting recipients
of the scholarship.

pric~.

REDUCTIONS!

The site, called Pottery Mound,
is threatened by the encroachment
of the Rio Puerco River and must
be protected to save its archaeological resources. The site is
used by the UNM archaeology field
school for digs._

Presidential Scholarships
Need Maloof Contributions
Kim Pickle

• KNIVES

voluntary retirement.
The Regents decided to spend
time reading the entire record. of the
faculty hearings and reviewitl.g
documentary
evidence
before
reaching a decision. An executive
meeting of the board is to be held to
make that decision.
In other action <tt the Dec. 16
meeting, the Regents approved a
$48,000 increase in the instructional
and general budget for the UNM
Gallup branch because of a 31
percent increase in fall enrollment
at the branch,
The board also approved an
agreement with the U.S. Corps of
Engineers for construction of a
rock and wire wall to protect an
archaeological site now owned by
the university on the Huning Ranch
near Los Lunas.

terminal contract year because of
his criticisms and that he was not
permitted to move from his status
as lecturer onto the ladder of
faculty ranks.
After a hearing, the faculty
committee
found
insufficient
evidence to support Bess' claim that
the terminal contract was the result
of retaliation, The faculty committee did decide, however, that
Bess was der1ied a pay raise partly
as a means of retaliation and that
he was, in .effect, involuntarily
retired. The committee said it had
no jurisdiction in the factllty rank

The UNM Regents heard
argltments last month in an appeal
hearing of a personnel case .concerning the termination of a former
medical library staff member, but
delayed any decision on the matter.
The appeal, made by UNM
President William Davis, involves
the Faculty Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee's review of the
termination and subsequent
retirement of Elvin D, Bess, a
former lecturer on the library
faculty, who was given a terminal
contract for 1979-1980. Bess
retired at the completion of that
year.
Bess complained to the committee that the terminal contract
was in retaliation for criticism of
the administration of the medical
library. He also charged that he did
not receive a pay increase for the

Low on
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,.··
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UNM Professor Given
Award Posthumously

''1/o,ndhwz
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Thr: goal of Ills and Pills is to provide basic drug
information to the community of the University of
New Mexico. Drug information is often controversial, contradictory and is constantly changing.
Also, no Ills and Pills article should be used as a soft!
guide to self-treatment or drug use.
This week's article is the first of two articles on
marijuana. The first article will deal with the
recreational aspect of marijuana use, and next week
we' Il look at the recently approved, legal use of
marijuana as a medicine.
Marijuana is among the most controversial and
widely nsed drugs. Its history dates back to the
eighth century B.C. in northern Syria, where it was
used medicinally and for religious ceremonies. Since
that time, marijuana use has sprcar.! worldwide and
achieved an amazing popularity. lt is estimated that
more than 25 percent of all the people in the United
States now use marijuana intermittently. Despite this
popularity, however, marijuana remains an illegal
recreational drug throughout the United States.
It is difficult to clearly distinguish the effects of
murijuana on the human body for a number of
reason>. One of the main reasons is marijuana's
soda! ~tigma. Initially, poor studies were published
attesting to the dangers of marijuana smoking to
d~fcnd marijuana's status as an illegal drug. Later,
equally poor studies indicated marijuana to be a
virtually harmless drug, in hopes of eventually
bringing about the legalization of marijuana. With
such great social consequences resting on marijuana
studies, it becomes increasingly harder to have
The large
completely objective studies done.
number of psychoactive substances in marijuana also

make the drug hard to study. The most active
ingredient, tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), has several
different forms in itself. Often, investigators will
study just THC bY extracting it from marijuana or
from synthesis. Since THC is just oile of many
substances in marijuana, these studies cannot show
all of marijuana's effects in the body.
The amount of THC that reaches the bloodstream
from a joint can vary greatly. The amount ofTBC in
marijuana varies anywhere from .04 percent to 5
percent. Additionally, over 50 percent of the THC in
a joint is destroyed from burning. lt is estimated that
l~ss than 25 percent of the THC in a marijuana
Cigarette actually reaches the bloodstream.
As y.ou can see, the objective study of marijuana in
humans is extremely difficult. Throughout most of
the studies, though, some effects of marijuana are
well documented. These include euphoria, loss of
short-term memory, a decreased rate of recovery of
the eye from glare, an increase in heart rate and
blood pressure, and a reddening of both eyes.
Altered perception of tim!l is also a consistent effect
of marijuana. To the smoker, minutes may seem like
hours. Marijuana also decreases the fluid pressure in
the eye, which led to its use in treating glaucoma.
There appear to be no decreases in sexual potency or
fertility of even long-term users of marijuana,
The mechanism of action of THC is still unknown.
It is believed not to .act similarly to alcohol or amphetamines, b\lt may act similarly to .opiates.
Marijuana has been looked at medically for the
treatment of glaucoma, as an anticonvulsant, and as
a nausea and vomiting inhibitor in cancer patients
being treated with anticancer medication.
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Chemistry Professor Named
Graduate Center Director
A UNM chemistry pr(J[essor has
been appointed director of the
university's graduate center at Los
Alamos, UNM Provost McAllister
Hull announced.
Dr. Don McLaughlin, a UNM
professor since 1965, will succeed
Electrical Engineering Professor
Shyam Gurbaxani at the end of the
1981 spring semester.
''Dr. McLaughlin '.s expedence as
an instructor in the Los Alamos
graduate program in the past and
his knowledge of the maln campus
and his ideas about the continued
development of the graduate
program were factors in his
selection for the post," Hull said.
"We look forward to continuing

1) You must have your sales receipt! No receipt, no refund!
2) Books must bear our price mark.
3) Books sold as new must be free of writing, and must be in new .condition
when returned •
4) No refunds will be made for any required or recommended textbooks or study
aids after February 21 for any reason.
5) All sales after February 21 are absolutely final

Defective books may be returned for exchange or refund, at our option,
CJ,ny time during the current term. We suggest that you be certain to obtain a register receipt for your books and place it ih a safe place, and
that you do not write your name or mark in any new textbooks until you
are certain that your class will actually use the text.lt is also helpfu.l to
m.ark your bc.:oks for easy identification, (after you are certain that you
will be keepmg them). We sugest that you place your name or some
other marking on a specific page which corresponds with a number or
date of some significance to you. lhis will help in the identification of
your books should they be. lost or stolen.
Special Hours:

Sonday(1·18) noon to4pm
Mon•Wed (1•19 thru 1-21)
8:30am to 1pm

/

fA
Dr. Pham Chung

Dr. David Kauffman

Dr. 13il/ Dabney

Outstanding Teachers Named
Three UNM professors are the
recipients of 1980 Outstanding
Teacher of the Year awards at
UNM.
Dr. Bill Dabney of the history
department received the award for
outstanding graduate teaching. Dr.
David Kauffman of chemical and
nuclear engineering and Dr. Pham
Chung of economics were named

outstanding
undergradu.ate
teachers.
All three men received checks for
$1,000 from Robert Lalicker,
director of the UNM Found<!tion,
and Dr, Joel Jones, associate
provost for academic affairs. The
cash awards, the most ever given to
outstanding teachers, were donated
by the UNM Foundation and

Center Offers 24.. Hour Help
The AGORA Crisis Center offers
services to students who are
1.\epressed, feeling lonely or just
need someone to talk to.
Trained student volunteers are
more than happy tO"listen and talk
to you, Mike Castro, internal
coordinator for the program said.
The Center is .open 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, with two people

at the center at all times.
Everything is under complete
confidentiality; the center's personnel don't even ask for their
names, Castro said.
AGORA does provide referrals
to professional counseling agencies
and health facilities. Students can
contact AGORA in Mesa Vista
Hall, .277·3013.

AMACO.
Jones said departments and
colleges throughout the University
submitted names of professors to
be considered for the awards. A
committee of faculty and students
made the final selections.
"These awards are inten.ded to
stress in a symbolic and substantive
way the ever increasing importance
of teaching as a part of the total
professional experience," Jones
said.
He said the committee saw
Professor Dabney as a teacher with
long·standing and selfless committment to graduate students in his
department and related areas.
"The committee also received
very positive responses from
students and faculty about
Professors Kauffman and Chung,"
Jones said. "They are very en·
thusiastic about teaching. and
demanding of their students."

And you'll be pleased with the Spring Semes~
ter Bus Pass~ $36.00, unlimited rides, for the
whole semester. Or, if you are a parHime
student or a faculty member, try the Commuter
Pass - $13.00 for one calendar month. A
Punch Pass for 20 rides is available for $7.00.
Passes will be on sale at the Sun-Tran booth
in the UNM SUB (main floor, north end) from
9AM to4PM January iS, '16,i9, 20and 21,1981.
*avatlablo only to full-ttme students A full-time studenl at UNM ,.,
regtstered for 12 undergraduate hours or 6 graduate hours

Regular HQurs:

Mon·Fri 9am·5:30pm
Saturday 10am•4:30pm

For information call:

766-7830

Central store only

Disco Display
3123 Ce11trai NE

good relations with LASL (Los
Alamos Scientific Labratories) in
serving the lab employees who
utilize the graduate center. We
think Dr. McLaughlin will be an
excellent director,''
McLaughlin received his Ph.D.
in physical chemistry from the
Un.iverstiy of Utah in 1965. From
1972 to 1978 he was a visiting staff
member at LASL.
"Because the direction ofthe Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory has
been developing along the lines of
unclassified research in recent
years," McLaughlin said, "there
should be a greater opportunity for
cooperation and interaction with
the university than ever before. ••

,,_:.

~

All textbooks sold by Student Bookstore are guaranteed to be the correct books required or recommended' for your classes, as ordered by
your instructor. Mistakes are made or you may wish to drop a class, so
refunds or exchanges will gladly be made PROVIDED:

off on selected styles

153 Winrock Center

agencies in West GermanY with
representatives from European an.d
African nations.
Crow died while boating with
friends at Elephant Butte Reservoir
on July 12. He had plannec1 to
return to teachin.g last fall after a
year of sabbatical leave.
Crow was a ·t956 graduate of
UNM's journalism department. He
earned his master'.s degree in mass
communication.s at Stanford and a
doctorate .in mass communicatio.ns
at the UniversHy of Iowa.
An .awards banquet is sched.\lled.
for Jan. 18 at the Amfac Hotel at
the Albuquerque International
Airport. National Sigma Delta Chi
president, Howard Graves, will
speak at the banquet.

Each year hundretls .of students been impossible because of my
face what appears to be an in- finan.cial situation.''
surmountable academic wall due to
Candelaria .said Special Services
economic, educational or physical has helped students with an ACT
handicaps. Special Servi.:es at score of zero to go on to graduate.
UNM tries to help bring down this "That score r.!oesn.'t reflect what
wall by providing the necessary they're capable of doing with
academic and support services for supportive services; it reflects
these students to grad11ate,
performance on a given day on a
Begun in 1970, Special Services given subject," he said. Be stressed
helps more than 350 students a year that "motivation is the key
from a deprived educational, element."
cultural, or economic background
In addition to human resources,
and those with a physical handicap Special Services provides tape
or limited English-spe\lking ability. recorders for students who need to
"We provide any service that will record lectures, a Braille dictionary
overcome a handicap in per- and a large print r.!ictionary for the
formance of academics," said Juan blind and sight-impaired, and
Candelaria, director of Special ' several TTY s, a machine developed
Services. This includes tutoring, to elevate the sound level on
readers for the blind, manual and telephones, for the hearingoral interpretation for the deaf, impaired.
Besides working directly with
notetakers, tr<~.nscribers and library
students, Special Services is also
aids.
Resource and academic coun- involved in other projects. A
seling is also provided, "Good tactual map of the UNM campus
counseling is very importan.t," said for use by blind students has been
Candelaria. "Like .a basketball developed in conjuntion with the
game, if you start out behind you're Design and Planning Assistance
more likely to make mistakes, Center, A film to help create an
you'll be playing catch-up the awareness of issues confronted by
whole game. Things more handicapped students is also in the
making,
frequently go wrong than tight."
Special
Services
reaches
Teresa Santistevan, now a
throughout
the
university,
ingraduate student in I:'ublic
teracting
with
various
teachers
and
Administration, received help from
Special Services as a returning departments, including the Basic
Skills Center and the College
student.
"I had come back to s.chool after Enrichment Program. They receive
being out for seven years, so my referrals from the Admissions
math was pretty rusty," she said. Office, Dean of Students, Student
"They helped to give me the boost I He.alth Center and the Housing
needed without having to take Office, Candelaria calls the
department "part of the. whole
several math courses to catch up.
network."
supportive
"I would have had to go out and
Special Services is located in 2013
hire a tutor for five to six dollars an
hour," she said. "It would have Mesa Vista Hall.

Book Refund
Policy:

1

II

James P. Crow, a former UNM
journalism professor, has been
named posthumously the recipient
of the Dan. Burrows Award for his
service to New Mexico journalism.
The Dan Burrows Award is given
annually to recognize continuing
outstanding contribution to New
Mexico journalism. lt is given by
the New Mexico chapter of the
Society of Professional Journalists,
Sigma Delta Chi. The award is
given in memory of the former
editor of the Albuquerque Tribune.
Crow joined the UNM journalism faculty in 1966, and in 1974
he became the department chairman.
In 1977, Crow toured mass media.
and government information

Handicaps Overcome
With Special Services

TUDENT
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Arts

Gallery's Founder
Is Strength in Art
Marc L. Mervis
Few wbo arrive each day at the
University of New Mexico are
aware of an artist who bas lived on
the campus for <tlmost 32 years.
He is Raymond Jonson, a man
whose career as <1 painter spans
more than 60 years.
A man of intense spirit <~nd stern
manner, the bespectaclec!. 89-yearold painter is characterized by
bushy, gray eyebrows and a thick,
white moustache and beard. He was
born on July 18, 1891, on the Iowa
farm of his Swedish grandparents.
A thoughtful and sensitive man,
Jonson is a legend in modern
American art who has lived through
many technological changes in his
craft in the 20th century.
He lives at 1909 Las Lomas Road
N.E., home of the Jonson Gallery.
He has lived and worked there since
.shortly before its opening on Jan.
ll, 1950. . .
. .
.
Soon it will be known as the
Jon son Gallery and Residence. It
has three galleri~s. Gallery A

Correction
W c wish to correct an error
made .Dec. 15, 1980, in the
cutline beneath the work entitled
"Carlsbad Caverns Trilogy"
1928, It is a painting done by '
Raymond Jonson, not Deborah
Harris.

exhibits monthly, one-artist shows
of other painters, except during the
summer when Jonson's paintings
ar.e shown at an annual summer
exhibition. Galleries B and C are
used exclusively to exhibit Jonson's
work.
Twenty-two serigraphs, or silkscreen prints, done by Gwen B.
Peterson from )978 through 1980,
are on exhibit in Gallery A throu!lh
Jan, :49. During February, polym•~r
acryllc paintings done by Frank
Walker will hang in the gallery.
Jonson's formal training in art
dates back to 1909. Not long after
he began painting, be changed his
surname from Johnson to Jonson,
a closer approximation of the
original family name of Jonsson.
He first came to New Mexico
from Chicago in 1922 to build a
home and paint in Santa Fe. In
1934, he became a part-time faculty
member of the UNM art depart. ment and commuted once a week
from Santa Fe,
In1947, he initiated the founding
of the Jonson Gallery.. No a;t
museum or art collection .existed at
UNM at the time.
Jonson and his late wife Vera
moved toAlbuqucrquein.l949. He
became a full-time faculty member
and was promoted to the rank of
full professor. He retired in 1954,
after 20 years in the art department.
When the gallery opened in 1950,
the first exhibition was the Jonson
Reserved Retrospective CoHection.
It contained 30 paintings, examples
of the artist's work over the years,
including one of his first paintings,

Arts and ·Activities
Music
Outlaws - one of the most powerful and firey rock
and roll bands around will play on Sunday, Jan. 18,
at 8 p.m. in the Civic Auditorium.

Fatso's Subs

"Carlsbad Caverns Trilogy," one painting in a series of thtee by Raymond Jons.on, done in 1928.
(Photo by Helen Gaussoin)
completec! in 1912.
Jonson reflects passionately
early influences on his work.
"All of us are influenced by
of the past," Jonson said in
interview last December.
"One of the great influences

me was the great Armory Show of artists was Paul Cezanne, OM of
on 1913 at the Chicago Art Institute. It m~.favorite artists of the past was
was a very large .show where in- Georges Pierre Seurat. I know very
art ternational exhibitions were held.
definitely that hi> work had a very
an
"It had a direct influence on a definite influence on my Work.
number of great American painters.
"Some or all of my background
on OnC: of the outstanding (French)
continued on page 16

A Great Place to Eat!

STUDENT HEALTH
CENTER

MENU

Hot Roast Beef Sub

with Mushroo.m Gravy
and cheese
Reg. S2Bs • Mini $210

Anyone carrying 6 or more
hours is eligible to use the
Student Health Genter.

Reg.

,,.

'

Appointments available
during the day.

monbay- SatUJ~~ay U:00.3:00 & 5:0(}-8:30

[Reepepsl w1th ptatos

Walk-in Clinic open 24hours/
7 days a week.

O(.l:€R CjOO~ ~OR)arluaRY

142 haRVal1~ se bust past the hiPPO)

BLACKS AND MORE
1000 LOT· $75.00
500 LOT · $45.00
100 LOT· $15.00

WHtre CROSSES
1000 LOT· $40.00
500 LOT· $25.00
100 LOT· $10.00
PLUS 10% OFF WITH THIS AD.
YOU HAVE TRIED THE l'lEST•NOW GETTHE BEST FROM A
FACTORY DIRECT DISTRIBOTOFI. MAIL ORDERS INVITED
SEND CASHIERS CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

HI-LO DlSr. CO., INC.
3636 MENAUL N.E. SUITE 102,
ALBUQUERQUE N.M. 87110
262·2305
·.I
'-1,

"'

Steak Italiano, Sausa!Je,
Meal Ball, Veal Italiano,
Eggplant Parmesan
Garnish Included: Peppers,
Mozzarella, Onions

,•••••••COUPON••••••-1.

1
. LIMn'ED TIME ONLVI
I s:zoo. OFF 11 1500 OFF

I

I

~· preci- I

sion.·. ha•r·c.ut
blow dry style.

_ . . ...... •14. /

I1

a.

Any peiT\1a~nt
w.a.. ve, t.rost . or

henna.
Reg, up to $30.

1

I
I1.
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In the 80's machines will contin·
ue to play a growing role in our
society. But at Great Expec;lo·
tions we won't treat yov like a
number. Our cutlers ore friend·
ly, easy ta talk to people, who
listen, to give you the style you
wont. Service with a smile .
There ore some ·things you just
can't improve on.
(Enterbetween.Vtps ahd Wyatj's)

Upper Level - East Entrance

CORONADO CENTER

We're looking ahead for you.

HlAM·9PM Mon-Fti • iOAM-6PMSal

l2·5 PM SUNDAY
EIBf-8910

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!

..
•
•

Mental health service·
individual, couple, family,
group, vocational
counseling.
Pharmacy & a nine-bed
infirmary.

says delicous

Tuna Hero • • • • • • • · · • • • · S2.SO
Mini •.. • · • · • • • · · · 2.00
Cheese Hero' • · · · · • • • • • · 1.90
Mini , .. • · · • • • • • · • 1.35
Egg Salad Hero .. · • .. " .. 1.90
Mini • •. • .. • .•.. '. • 1.35

Vegp.tarian Delight
Cooked Bell Peppers and
onions with Spaghetti Sauce
and Mozzarella

Reg. S190

Specialty clinics· allergy,
dermatology, gynecology,
internal medicine, neurology,
orthopedics, surgery,
urology.

At creat "X" we're looking ahead with an old
fashioned Idea. Service with a smile.

Albuquerque Tribune

Vegetarian Meals

All general medical problems
are handled.

FULL LINE OF LEGAL

BODY STIMULANTS
STRONGER THAN SOME PRESCRIPTION DRUGS

Ham, Spiced Ham,
Roast Beef, Cooked Salami,
Genoa Salami, Liverwurst,
Pastrami,. Pepperoni, Turkey
Chee.se:
Mozzarella, American,
Swiss, Provolone
Lettuce, Tomatoes, Onions, and
Italian Dressing !Jarnish included
Green Chile 30' extra

Reg. S28s • Mini S21o

'

•

Mini spo

Side Dishes
bowl Minestron": Soup · · • · • 75:
Super French Fnes • • • • • • • ' 50,
Pickle . •, · • • · · · • • · • · • · · • • 3
Onion Rmgs . • · • • · · · • • · · • 6
Dinner Salad. • • • · · · • · • · · · 551
Garlic Bread • · · · · · · · · • · • • 35 '

g,

••

Mini Sl 95

Meat:

Hot Subs

All visits are Free.
There is a minimal charge for
lab tests & x-rays.

S260 •

Select 2 Meats
a.nd 1 Cheese

Catering
Our Specialty

student Health Insurance is
not necessary to be seen at
the Student Health Center.

oave sanoovat
n€W mex1can authentic
V€Q€taQian CUISine
ano qooo senv1ce1

Rated the best sandwich

by the Daily LOBO

Las Vegas Style
Breal<fast Special

Chef's
Salads5190
..

Cheese • .. · • · • • • • · • · · · • • · 90
Egg •...•••.•.•.•..•••.. lso
Tuna
• .••• ~ ·• •· · · · · · ·

2
* • • •. • • 265

lfahan ~ .•. • • • · • .- • · • · • • • •

We will cater
your next party.
6ft. SUBS
Hot and Cold Trays
Call 255-3696
Ask lor Janet or Joe
Store Hours:
Monday thru Friday
Sam to 9Jllll
Saturday and Sunday
12 nool) to 8pm

Breakfast Served
Sam to 11 am
Monday to Friday only

FatsoSubs

2206 Central SE
Nextw McDonalds

For outgoing orders

*

ball, Sausage, Medium
Drink, Super Fries or Salad
Reg. $J 50 • Mini S2 90

Cold Subs

""i;-

IS BaCk With the Ol1lqlnal OWneR

Numero.Due
Combo Sub
Eggplant Parmesan, Meat·

·call: 255-3696

Hot Dinners
Eggplant Parmesan, Lasagna,
Ravioli, or Sausage and Peppers

S295
Includes Salad and Garlic Bread

Dish of Spaghetti
and Meatball

$240
Includes Salad and Garlic Bread
Meatless Spaghetti $2°0

Beveraoes

Coke, Sprite, Mt Pibb,
Iced Tea, Orange Drink,
Punch, Lemonade
Sm.• 40' Med ..50' lg. 60'
Hot Tea ••••.•....• , .... • 25'
Coffee •• -~ ................. ~ 30<:
Milk ..•..• , •.•..•....... 40'
Chocolate Milk .•.•..••.•• 40'
Hot Chocolate .•...•.. , .. 40'
Orange or Grapefruit Joice .. 45'

Homemade
Desserts

Cheesecake , •.•.•••...•. 65'
Cheesecake with Topping •• 75'
Coffee Cake .•.•.•• , ..... 55'
Chocolate Chip Cookie •.• , • 50'
Brownie •• -. .•..••• ~ •• , ••. 50("

Large Sub
Combo Meal
~almnl,

ttvsoatclla

c}lec!'.C. 'folly garitl'>h!:!d. 00

Sll~miflill'!T,

S1)1ce hahl, c.da"cd
-~:t.lp-_cr·fr~rh

fri-es. n~dlum rfrlnk mke,

<;j1i'h1!-,

(T

S2 2 5

p1bb

ilC<J,$J,60

•
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Arts
Public TV Channel Is a Reality
Albuquerque's first public access debut. Bill and Denise, who, intelevision
channel,
cidentally, work non-gratis, along
Quote ... Unquote, Inc., will with a small staff comprise what is
soon be in operation, providing the the nucleus of the channel.
opportunity for all people in the
There is also a group of about
community to g¢1 in vo[ved in the
two
hundred people without whose
production and. dissemination of
help, both physical and mental, the
television program'ming.
venture would have been i mSuch programming has many possihle. The group is called Media
possibilities. Citizens will be able to Associates. It is a way for people to
do everything from voicing an get together to share ideas and
opinion on the air to producing a recommendations for the media
·
documentary.
acce~s center.
Founded. early in 1979,
"Media Associates is really a
Quote ... Unquote, Inc., is a nonsocial
group, bt!t it's more than just
profit media access center that has
as a goal assisting the public, either that," Makley said. ''The group
individuals or groups, in obtaining meets monthly, and it's under the
Board
of Directors
(of
access to media.
Quote •.. Unquote). The board
"We arc not here to produce has no control over Media
programs, we're here to provide Associates, though; they select their
equipment and information to own goveming body. In fact the
make it possible for people to do President of the group sits on the
it," says Bill Makley co-director of board."
the organization.
Quote ... Unqu.ote is run
Makley and his wife Denise, who something like a food co-op. Those
is the other director, spend much of people who have paid the annual
thelr time these days preparing to $12.50 fee become members of
get the channel on the air. They are Media Associates. For members,
shooting for an early to mid-spring such things as the educational

workshops are half the cost charged
non-members.
Workshops are a major part of
Quote ... Unquote's operations.
One of the classes that has been
offered is described as follows:
"An intensive 24-hour weekend
workshop designed to provide
participants with basic skills in the
use of portable video equipment
and the techniques of editing. Also
included are such subjects as scriptwriting, sound, graphics, lighting,
etc. A comprehensive manual is
provided with the course."
Workshops are currently being
held twice a month and carry a fee
of $75 for members and $150 for
non-members. Registration and
payment must be done two weeks in
advance of the class.
So, for
everyone who has ever wished he
could be involved in television, now
that possibility is reality.

A Media Associates member
participating in a video
workshop.
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Welcome Back Students

Mokers of tt.11d ~
l11dio11 lewelry

e:.•Tow-.
Five Episode Movie

Whatever
Happened
to the
Human
Race?

Giant Rock
Tapestries

I
ll

Frands A. Schaeffer
· C. Everett Koop, M.D.

Ahl>rtion of the Hum;m Race
Slaughter of the Innocents
Jil Death by Somconc's Choice
·IV the Basis for Human Dignity
V Truth and History
January 18-22 Sub Ballroom 7 p.m.
fQr more infonnation .call
265-7016 11r 243-0580

assorted colors 4 ff by 5 ft

S1349
reg. 1599
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Who, What, Where, When, Why,. How at UNM

ORIENTATION
For Older Than Average Students
attend either session
January 14 7•9:30 pm in KIVA
January 20 7·9:30 pm in EDUC 101
child care will be available
Presented by: .Returning Students Association
• Dean of Stude.nts Olllce

Conceptions
Southwest

THE

conootsscCJR

Across from UN M at
Central & University 247-4120
!
,_',

)

-~ J

at Juan Tabo & Menaul293·3491

Try Carpooling (RIDEPOOL: 243~RIDE) .. .. .. ·... · .
vanpooling (State Energy and Minerals Dept.: 842-3157)
Take the Bus (Sun-Tran: 766·7830)
photo by tela Harsh

Spring1980
A ONM publication containing photography,
poetry, art and fiction by UNM
students, faculty and staffls

NowOnSale

$2 in Marron Hall, Rm. 131
alto In lha UNM •ookstore and Ihe Living •atch

'

Conserve Energy
UNM ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAM

•
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Arts
Gallery Was First at UNM
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continued from page 12
has had a bl;!aring on my painting. I
was fortunate in knowing the work
of these painters, and Seurat was
one of them,. His work had a very
strong infl\lence on my thinking,
maybe more on my thinking than
on my doing."
Beginning in 1913, Jonson joined
the Chicago Little Theatre and
worked five years _as a stage,
costume and lighting designer, and
sometime actor while he continued
to paint. It was there that he met
Vera White, whom he married on
Christmas Day in 1916.
In a book entitled The Art of
Raymond Jonson, Painter by Ed
Garman, the. artist speaks of his
experience at the Chicago Little
Theatre and says, "It was there that
in a sense, I grew up. I have always
considered it my main source of
education, and I believe it was th.ere
that I came to realize to some
considerable extent the purpose and
meaning of the idealistic and true
approach to any creative art.
"I was in charge of all the staging
of all our plays. Our main
production in 1914 was The Trojan

Women by Euripides. We made a
national tour. The same company
that built the scenery for us built
·the scenery for the Metropolitan
Opera in New York.
"The time came to decide
whether l would continue in the
theater or devote full time to
painting," he said.
As the years passed, he was to
work in oil, tempera, watercolor
and polymer acrylic paints.
One of his favorites is an oil
painting he completed in 1918
entitled "Violet Light,'' It is a
portrait of his late wlfe Vera,
painted during their second year of
marriage. She died June 13, 1965,
Jo.nson's brother, Arthur H.
Johnson, who .l(ssisted him for
many years at the gallery, died last

Island, Me.'' (1929), an etching by the late Howatd N. Cook, is part of a selection of 34 prints · The Outlaws, who were described by the New York Dillly News as
the famous New Mexican artist who died last year. The exhibit is currently on display in the North "pure energy" Rock and Roll, will perform at the Civic Auditorium,
Sunday, Jan. 18 at 8:00p.m.
of the UNM Art Museum. (Photo by Helen Gaussoln)
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Eighteen convenient offices
all over town
First National Bank knows what you need~ help with your money.
And we're here to do just that.
Every banking service you need is available at any of our citywide offices.
Checking accounts with two different service charge plans. Savings
accounts With day-in to day·out interest. Applications for VISA and
Master Charge, Check Guarantee, Overdraft Protection, auto loans and
more. Wire transfers of money from out-oHown banks.
If you need a good bank to see you thro.Jgh college, see usFirst National Bank.

The first National Bank in Albuquerque
New Mexico·s Largest Home-Owned Independent Bank
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Raymond Jonson

Oct, 3 at the age of 81. Since the
gallery opened in 1950, it has only
been closed on two occasions: once
in 1965, after the death of Jonson's
wife and, again, last October after
his brother passed away.
In comparing the medium of oil
to that of acrylics, Jonson said, "lt
takes almost forever for the, oils to
dry. I never knew how long it would
take for each layer to dry so there
would be no cracks. All of my
paintings, with the exception of one
or two, have never cracked. I know
of no painter who can make a
statement like that.''
"When acrylics first arrived on
the market in 1957," Jonson said,
"I wrote the man\lfacturer that I
felt his polymer acrylic paints were
the greatest invention in the
painting medium of all time. Never
before did we have a paint that you
could depend on in all aspects like
acrylic polymers."
That year, he stopped using
watercolor and tempera. After
1960, he no longer painted in .oils
and relied solely on polymer acrylic
paints.
Jonson, once capable of com·
pleting more than 50 paintings in a
year, produced his last painting on
Sept. 30, 1918. It is titled "Polymer
No, 19 - 1978." Fatigue and poor
vision were contributing factors in
his decision to retire. After com·
pleting his last work, he wrote:
"This painting is my swan song.
With it, l discontinue painting. The
primary reason for this dec.ision is
that t have a profound belief that
an artist should retire while h.e is at
the apex of his creative work.
Though this is not an easy decision
to make, I feel that rather than
chancing the production of works
that indicate the artist has gone to
pot, I should now simply stop."
Today, the Jonson· Reserved
Retrospective Collection totals
more than 700 of the artist's
pail1tings. This collection represents
a yearly sample of his accomplishments from 1912 through
the present, except for 1924, a year
in which no paintings were done.
The extensive collection makes it
possible for one to obser:ve many
changes in Jonson's technique and
style over a period of 66 years.

P. F. 0. P.
(Albuquerque division)
says

GoCougQtS!
The LOBOs can't
stop us •
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because we're

BYU
Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $20.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
Bam~2:30pm

Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

The $55 Haircut. Created by the woMfam~~s mt!n'shai~ designer,
J' Markham for the top Hollywood celebntms whose ha1r he cuts.
M~ny have called it "the perfect haircuL'_' .An~ ,no wond.er, with s~ch
ideal sha:"le and extraordinary manageability, ~~ s the ep1~ome of line
hair desic'l. And now it's available to you. W1thout havmg to go .to
Hollywo;d. Without having topay $55. you can get your ha1r cut Wllh
the Markham Style Innovator Method for $15.00 (a lot less than
$55).

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

r------------------------r
Student Special I

20o/o off II
on all services

With Coupon

Expires Feb. 1, 1981

I

L------------------------1

Unisex Haircraft Skincare and Product Centre

255-0166

7804 Central SE
(between Wyoming & Louisiana)

262-1010
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Sports

Hartung, MeN am era Take Invitational Titles
Paula Easley
Sports. Editor

Beauty and grl\ce stole the city of
Albuquerque Friday and Saturday,
or at !east stole those who attended
the 3rd Annual Albuquerque
Journal International Gymnastics
Invitational.
The competition was world-class,
nine of the gymnasts were memJ-ers
of 1980 Olympic teams and six of
the gymnasts were members of the
US National team.
Julianne McNamera, a 15-yearold from Eugene, Oregon, walked
away with the women's all-around
title, which she rightly deserved, as
she won three out four of the individual events. She placed second
on the uneven bars.

"I w!IS pleased with my per·
that crowd really
formancc;
helped," McNamera said of the
crowd of 15,494 at University
Arena Saturday night.
Second place in the women's all·
around went to Albuquerque's
Kelly Chaplln, who was cettainly
the f(1vorite of the crowd.
Chaplin had a second place and
three third places, but due to solid
performances in each event was
able to finish ahead of Olympic
team member Kathy Johnson.
Trina Tinti, a member of the US
National team, finished fourth, but
it was the taker of fifth place who
was the hit of the show.
A very tiny 14-year-old Nancy
Goldsmith, who can only be
described as' 'cute," won the hearts

of the crowd and reminded many of
the fans of Olga Korblt. After
having a bad first night, Goldsmith
returned to place second in both the
balance beam and the floor excercise.
"She's young, and there is no
doubt that she is cute. Remember
her name," said Kathy Johnson,
the veteran woman at the meet.
UNM gymnast Tracy Weaver,
who was in competition a little over
her head, turned out good performances on the beam and in the
floor excercise.
The men's story was mostly
Nebraska. Members of the
University of Nebraska team
finished first, third and fourth in
the men's all-around.
Olympic team member Jim

Hartung, the winner of the all·
around, finished first in two events.
On t:he rings Hartung received a
score of 9.S, the highest score given
in the meet,
Hartung, obviously happy with
his first place finish and glad that
he could finally relax, said, "I felt I
had a good meet," and then with a
big smile said, "You want a
flower?"
Second place went to Koji
Sotomura of tbe Japanese Olyropic
team. During the meet Sotomura
was given a bumper sticker from··
the Nebraska coach that s.aid
''Nebraska
Gymnastics".
Sotomura and coach Y. Alba spent
about five minutes trying to
pronounce Nebraska, but failed.
And I thought Sotomura was hard

to pronounce.
Another Olympic team memher,
Phil Cahoy, of Nebraska, finished
third, and teammate Scott Johnson
finished fourth. .
UNM gymnast r<evin Prady
finished fifth. His best performance
came in the last event, the
horizontal bar, in which he received
a score of 9.55 and third place,
Kurt Thomas, winner of the first
Journ(ll meet and three-time world
champion, dazzled the crowd with
several special exhibitions. Thomas
bas retired from am(lteur gymnastics and therefore could not
compete.
Sue Soffe also gave several interesting exhibitions during the
meet. Soffe is a five-time national
champion in rhythmic gymnastics.

The Greatest
Gymnasts at the Albuquerque Journal Invitational gymnastics
meet tllrill!#cl c;rQwcJ!? of morlil than 15,000 IJNM arena SPii!Ctators
Friday and Saturday nights. (Left) Kris Montera of the U.S.
National Team balances on the beam while Tracy Weaver, of UNM,
completes her floor exercises with a flourish. (Photos by Catherine
Jones)

NEW YORK (lJPij - Take it
from Don Dunphy - Muhammad
Ali wasn't exagg~rating when he
called himself "The Greatest," and
though some of his fellow
gladiators never said so, Dunphy
hands specialized slices of that title
to Willie Pepp, Tony Zale, Rocky
Marciano and Carmen Basilio as
well.
Dunphy should know. The name
of the veteran ringside announcer is
as linked to the fight game as the
clang of the bell and a referee's
countdown, and when television
came along to give eyes to an
audience that once only could hear
the action, Dunphy moved to the
tube as smoothly as a left jab.

Careers in
lntelligenee
Some Jobs Are Important ••• Ours Ar.e Critical.
The Defense Intelligence Agency is responsible
for the coordination and management of the intelligence-gathering mechanisms of the Department
of Defense and for providing a central and more
responsive source of military intelligence data.
Today this Agency represents the major inteHi·
gence activity within the DoD. It is comprised of a
highly trained military and civilian team engaged
in collecting,. analyzing, evaluating, interpreting
and disseminating information which affects our
national security.
To strengthen the military posture and security of
the U.S .. there exists a continuing need for intensive, military-oriented intelligence research. More
important is the vast effort required to compile
great quantities of data and to analyze, develop
and marntain a world-wide intelligence base capabln of provtdlng accurate, timely information on
not only purely rmlitary conditions, trends and
forces. but also the pertinent economic, social,
cultural, physical, geographic and scientific factors
around the globe. Th1s is what DI.A is really an
about
l~telligence is a challenging and stimulating career
held. It also makes for a satisfying and rewarding
career, both in the material sense and in many
other ways.

The Agency follows welt-planned promotion, placement, salary appraisal and incentive award programs, and promotion from within is a general
policy.
The liberal and wide-ranging benefits of Federal
employment are enjoyed by all D.IA personnel.
These include generous vacation and sick leave
programs, health and accident insurance and
retirement plan.
Our locations, in the Arlington, Virginia area and
Washington, D.C., afford you a choice of city,
suburban or countryliving. A wealth of recreational.
cultural, historical and educational attractions
awaits you in the nation·s capital and its environs,
all within easy driving distance.
We invite you to consider sharing the unique
challenge offered to college graduates by the
JJefense Intelligence Agency,
Check your Placement Office for more information
about DIA career opportunities or send us a Personal Qualifications Statement, SF-1•71, including a
copy of college transcript to: Defense Intelligence
Agency, Civilian Personnel Division. Aecruitmenl
Branch (CP), Washington, D.C. 20301. DIA is an
equal opportunity employer M&F; all applicants
must be U.S. citizens, and are subject to thorough
background inquiry and physical examination.

DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

.~.·
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Old-timers
who
actually
remember the pre-TV era grew up
on Dunphy's machine gun blow-byblow delivery for the old ''Gillette
Cavalcade of Sports.'' They may
not know that he still presides over
the gladiatorial bloodlettings of
professional boxing, though his
time-honored ''It's a left to the
body and a right to the jaw" no
longer is necessary for fans who
now can see who's hitting who
where and with. what.
Dunphy now works for Sport·
schannel, one atnong the growing
horde of cable television systems
supplying specialized programing
for people who like to watch little
else.
Sportschannel is small - serving
something in excess of 150,000
hotnes in the New York area - but
its blueprint calls for eventual
spread to other markets, and it's
taking Dunphy along, just as radio
did, with at least one fight a month
from Las Vegas.
"A new career?" he said in a
New York interview. "I have a new
career every couple of years."
Dunphy is the first to admit that
television is a. different game than
the one he launched on radio in
1941 and kept chattering until1960
when the cameras took over his
ringside post.
"Radio was easier mentally and
·harder physically," he said. "The
reason for that is you have to talk at
such a rapid pace for so many
rounds. You do the blow by blow
and you try to get everything in.
"With television, it's easy
physically, butit's harder mentally,
You can talk in a relaxed manner,
liut you have to know when to talk
and when .not to talk. You try not
to talk when someone's landing a
good punch.

''f don't think announcers today
are as well schooled. Doing blow by
blow for radio was great training
for television ... because you had
to keep active the full three minutes
of the round. Your concentration
had to be great."

Auto & Cycle
Insurance

'W~A-fr\IC.f~~O:PLJC.-nON,sounoloeaswestl\
IN-CONCSRr-

For
lnfonnation
Call or
Visit
·criterion
Today:

•
•
•
•
·•
•
•
•

CHECK THESE
VALUABLE BENEFITS
Low down payments
Convenient payment plans
Countrywide d&im service
Money-s&ving deductibles
Dependable protection
Personal service Immedi&te cover&ge
Free rate quotation

Criterion

INSURANCE COMPANY
1611 Carlisle SE
(Carlisle & Gibson)

265-5695

•
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Recreation
Hours Set
$.$V~ ,,,t~r•a'!

, .• C"'rry <:1Ul 'S.arvic•e ••• Plenty of free parking

.5704 L'OMAS BLVD. NE
'four lav.,rile immds cost less at Save-Way
And 'iOU'II !llW<;lys get what you ask for!

5516 MENAUL BLVD. NE
!

~'"""-~

.

-.:;i;-:,_~::.
~

'

• Fantastic selection of California
and imported wines
• Beers from all over the world
• New Mexicols large$1 selection of liquors
and imported liquors
• Hundreds of cordials to choose from
• ali at LOW ... DISCOUNT PRICES

USE OUR DRIVE-UP WINDOW

Back to school hours:

Regular hours:

Sunday (1·18) Noon to 4pm
Monday•Wednesday (1·19 thru 1·21)
8:30am·7pm

9am ·5:30pm
Saturday 10am ·4:30pm
Mon·Fri

Recreation hours for the spriug
semester are:
Johnsou Gym Maiu Arena:
Monday through Fdday~noon
to 1 p.m: ~:30 p.m. to9:l5 p.m.
Saturday
and
· Sunday~noon~4:45 p.m.
A!lxiliary Gym:
Monday through Friday~4 p.m.
to 9:15p.m.
Saturday and Sunday~noon to
4;45 p.m.
Weight Room:
Monday,
Wednesday,
Friday-noon to 1 p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday-3:30
p.m. to 9:15p.m.
Saturday and Sunday-noon to
4:45p.m.
Handball Courts:
Mouday,
Wednesday-,
Friday-noon to 1 p.m,
Tuesday and Thursday-'12: 15 to
2p.m,
Saturday and Sunday-uoon to
4:45
Carlisle Gym:
Monday t]lrough Friday-7 p.m.
to 9:15p.m.
Saturday and Sunday-noon to
4:45p.m.
Swimming Pool:
Monday through Friday-7 a.m.
to 3:30p.m.; 5:30p.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday aud Sunday-u 0 on to
4:45p.m.
Tenl\is Courts:
East Courts; Monday and
Weduesday-4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
and 6:30p.m. to dark.
Friday4 p.m. to dark.
Tuesday and Tnursday-4:45 to
dark.
Saturday and Sunday-7 a.m. to
dark,
North Courts: Monday, Wednesday, Friday~noon to 1 p.m.
Monday and Wednesday-4:15
p.m. to 5:30 p.m. and 6:30p.m. to
dark.
- Tuesday and Thursday-4:45 to
dark.
Friday-3 p.m. to dark.
Saturday-noon to dark.
Sunday-7 a.m . .to dark,

Photo by Neill o·caflaghan

Gym'IUIJJts Meet at UNM
~;~~c~~~e;;r:r,tn,!~f ~:t) K11Jrt Th.omas, a top US gymnast, signs ana11tograph for a
. ·. eve

Pholo by N~al o•Ca!laghao

Photo'by Qalherine Jones

BELOW WHOLESALE

Savings of ~~ ~/o o~_'JNM';; largr:at se_lectfonof Used Textbooks. Shop early
and avella, long lm%. SBS m$ ~tocY:e_d now w1th the hooks and school supplies you
need. SBS stocks a complete selection of new <.md uced textbooks and More:

AM/FM
WITH TAPE

On Some ltelllt

60 WATT·
RECEIVER

Featuring Factory Over-runs, Closeouts,
And Factory Serviced Merchandise.
Custom Installations (We Install Any And All);

Usf $229.95

Lobo Review

ennmgs works Ollt on the horse. A female

Now $69.99

.

MARANTZ
SPEAKERS
PIONEER IN DASH
WITH AM/FM
CASSETTE

Now $48.00

ACOUSTIC
·.1-f~ PIONEER
· ·· SPEAKERS
··,JJ.;; ·:

List $119.00

Now $59.00 each

Now $99.00

'

Now $10.00 each

(Similar to
Illustration)

~· ~

General antJ Gift books
T·shbts and shorts
Sportswear
Study aids: Schaums, Arco~
Barrons and Barnes & Noble
School supplies

'

~·

s

Now $69.99

3 WAY 20 OZ.
SPEAKERS

ust $229.95

liST 5129"

UNM's record now stnnds at 6-6
and 1·2 in.confercticc play.

,.

-;- -~ - ...- .. ----=--

NOW $69'

TAPES
60 minute cassettes

. MODEL 1607111,
AM/FM CASSETTE

us1 $239.95

Now $99.00

1

\V()tl!Cil S
Action lit the PI7.Z(l Hut Classic itt

Witchitn, Kunsns.
l'l·1hwc~otn

l. 73-53
lllhtols L 84·61
Atkonsos L 69-50

Thcr Lobo wonte.tt mwel to
Ltu·mnic to ploy the University of
W)•oming !odn.y. This wUI be
UNM's n,.,~t cmtfcrcnce game.
.
llN\\1 wnt
into the game with
tlli-IJIIIIIt: losing streak.

so

2o,,,l

~----~--------------~·

While They Last!

60 WATT SYSTEM
WITH TAPE
40 oz.

SPEAkERS

&0 WAn 5 BANb.
GRAPHIC
EQUALIZER

2116 CENTRAL SE 243·1 069
. . .

Now $15.50

TWO 3 WAY

BUCK'S AUDIO
(Across From UNM) .. .

SHAMP
PORTABLE
CASSETTE
List $44.95 •

CRAIG AUTO REVERSE

Pack of 3

99~

\"":

•

by Memex

5

Now $88.00

Now $15.00 each

2 Only!

.Jnn. 3 L

0

Now $35.00

CRAIG S606RB
AM/FM TAPE PLAYER
DIGITAl CLOCK

CRAIG T61 ORB
AM/FM CASSETTE
ust st79.oo

MODU AI 208N • 1 b1nd araphlt eQuaiiler
'tlO ralls • 60 wahs per thlnnll i 2 liD itllflfJ

.

List 79.95

lisl 144"

Jlofts.
UNM will travel to the Air Force
Acndcmy on Jan. 22, then retufl\
home to piny ho:... to San Diego
State on .Jan. 30 and Hawaii on

.....,

2s

Moon sx
CX20 • ·
·· spuhn
'40 01. clrcqil magnet• ~0. waHs of powor
'H.,I 9till & hatdwate

NOW $22 88

.,..,..,...,

60 WATT
5 BAND
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

UNLV L 75-81

Hewlett-Packard calculators
Hallmark cards and gifts
Technical books
UNM souvenirs
Engineering supplies
Class rings
Texas Instrument calculators

(8 Track or
Cassette)

~['
List $99.95

-·.

40nly!

Here are the basketball scores of
the games which took place over
break.
Men's:
New Mexico State University L
69-73
Charleston W 72"60
TCU W 76-69
13oston University W 107-87
·rcxns El Paso L 62-60
Colorado State W 80-75
Wyoming L 91-54
The Lobo men will return home
to play two WAC games Jan. 15
and J 7. Doth teams that the Lobos
will nlay, :BYU and Utah, are
ranked in the AP and UPI top 20

mnast

~:~:: ,~~~:.n 11nUs11a1 headstand. Japan's Koji Sotom11ra exhibits m11sc/:~ontrol

ust $269.95

Now $119.95
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Classes So New That The)' Missed Publication
Several new courses have been added to
the Spring semester schedule.
One such .course will emphasize a sense of
personal and community responsibilitY for
the environment among Albuquerque
residents is a primary goal of a course on
environmental education offered this spring
atUNM.
Co-teachers of the course, Hy and Joan
Rosner, coordinated publication of a book
about the city-s environmental history and
future and will teach the three credit-hour
course at UNM through the Division of
Continuing Sdur.ation.
Each participant in the class will be
required to do a semester project on a major
environmental concern such as air or water
pollution.
"This course gets out of the classroom
whenever possible," By said. ''First-hand
and hands-on experience is the basis of our
philosophy of teaching and learning. We
look at the past, present and future of the
total city environment.''
The course is sponsored through UNM' s
Institute for Environmental Education which
is co-directed by architecture Professors
Wolfgang Preiser and Anne Taylor. Both
Preiser and Taylor will be guest lecturers in
tlle class during the semester.
Giving the total history of World War II is
the goal of a history course being offered
during the spring semester.
The -three credit-hour history course,
History 320, will cover the war in Europe,
Asia, Africa, the Balkans and additional
topics such as women in war, American
mobilization, the Holocaust, the Resistance,

Chinfl i11 the w~r <lnd :\e\\ ~k'k'''~ illvo)wmem in the \\1\r.
The '''trrse \\ill be ,.,.,,wdin,m•,t !.>) Dr. Bill
Roberts, a miliiUf)' !list,'!)" <'Xpm; an.i Dr.
St.even Knuner, a Enn'l'eal\ hi~tNY ~xpert
and will be t:J.Ught by eight ,,ther spedalists in
the UNM history department.
Roberts said th:n it is important for
current generations of New Mexicans to
understand the involvement of the state's
population in WodclWar II.
"New Mexico supplied a great number of
men to the war effort who were taken
prisoner or killed early i!l the war," he said..
"It brings the realitY of the war a little bit
closer tO home.''
"World War ll had a big economic influence in Albuquerque," Roberts added.
"The war virtually made AlbuQ\lerque with
the expansion of Kirtland !lnd Sandia
bases."
Roberts said, "This course deals with the
political, social and cultural effects of the
war. We can show connections between the
world of today and the world of the war
years.''
The course will be held Tuesd;~ys .and
Thursdays from 11 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
Audio-visual aids including films and
copies of slides made by U.S. military
photographers during the war will be used
throughout the semester.
A new course entitled "Computing for
Graduate Stuclents" will be offerred- thisspring at UNM.
The course is designed for seniors and
graduate students outside the computer
science department who wish to use the

experiment next semester with a new course
which will give students an overview of
disdplinc,
Tile .::ours~ will include an introduction to physical and !if~ Bciences, the director for the
~nmputers, :1 description of job control progam said.
The course, "Science, Technology and the
langu~ge and an introduction to the
Modern
World," is coordinated by Ronald
statistical PMkages available <~t UNM.
is currently writing a disserReichel
who
Eight to 10 weeks of pro~;~ramming intraduction in a language the students request tation on the subject.
Because of the newness of the course, it
such as PASCAL or FORTRAN, will also be
will be experimentally run over 15 weeks,
given.
Students will use the computer as a covering philosophical theories from the
research tool for a project within their own Copernican Revolution through the Modern
discipline to determine apprmdmately one- Revolution, Evans said.
Teaching the course will be .faculty
half the final grade.
members
who volunteered because of special
Dr. George Luger, associate professor in
interests
and
the intellectual experience, h!l
computing aiq information science, will
conduct tl\e course Tuesdays and ThUrsdays said.
Lectures will be given on eight to 10
from 9 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. Luger may be
different
areas of science by professors who
reached at 277-315:2 for more information.
specialize
in the areaS.
A diverse grollp of anthropology courses
Some
of
the lecturers lind their topics will
for non-majors ranging from natural history
Prov()st Joel Jones on ''Science,
be
Associate
of man to a .study of ancient peoples of the
Technology
and Humanism," Dr, Scott
Southwest will be offered this ~pring by the
Altenback,
professor of Biology, on
UNM anthropology department.
"Genetic
Engineering
and the Controversies
Designed primarily for students who will
not major or minor in anthropology, the Surrounding It," and Dr. Rodney Ewing of
courses do not require prerequisites for the Geology department, on ''Modern
Geological Theories and Their Origins.''
enrollment.
The course will meet twice a week for one
A new course, ''GreatApe Behavior,'' will
a half hours and students will receive
and
be taught by Professor Jeffery Froehlich. It
three
credit-hours for it.
is a seminar course on human behavioral
Thete
will probably be no examination.
evolution that will focus on behavioral
Instead
studel!ts
wiJI write two or three _
ecology, non·verbal communication, tool
-use,- sociobiology and the- uniquenes-s of pa-pers throughout the semester, Evans said.
He added that the course will be limited to
mankind.
18
students, but it .is open to any students,
The class will meet Wednesdays at 6:30
including
science majors, as well as
p.m.
humanities
and
social studies students.
The UNM General Honors Program will
'''tllP\ller

us n re:learch tool in their own

1. personals
jCCURATE INJ"OR.MATION AUOUT
(l)ntraception, sterUlzatlon, allortlon.
Righi to Choose, 2D4·0171. .
tfn
(oiTAOTS?1
POLISIH!VG??
!I)~VTIONS?? Casey Optlca,l ComanY. 26G-8846.
Un
1EA1Jl,INE EXTENSION: CON·
~rTIONS Southwest ha.s extended the
ouliJ11lsslon deadline to January 16.
611ng. original art an!! Uterature to
Marron Hall 131, We consl!ler only the
work of UNM stu!lents, faculty, stat(
ang alumni, Call Leslie, 884·5l!l3,
eVenings for more Information.
1/19
/iEN'UINE FLIGH'l' JACKETS , Navy
and Air j)'orce, Full selection of field
iackets: from $41l.OO, brand new.
Kaufman's west, a real .Army-Navy
'tore,504 Yale SE. 256-0000.
1122
p,IBSPOR'I' AND IDEN'I'Q!"ICATION

1116
PllEGNANCY TES'i'JNG
SELJNG~l"hone 247-9819. 111 co~~~
rEWA1lD-NEJJIJD
INFORMATION

rom anyone who Witn'i!:~_~:~ed removal Of'

an envelope tapeg to wtncl,;hleld of
yellow
conver!lb!e.
Saturda
December 27 between a:30 anil4· oo . Y,
~~0 ~~~ of. ,Education parxinli~"
. 7-8639.
1/J.:i
SKI UTAH: GREATEST S
Earth. Carlton Hotel Lo t d now on
of1hthlstorlc Salt Lake. To~~Yere~g~~f:~
w
cable TV Rates $19 00 ·t ,
single aM $il 00 f •
· o .21.00
Special ·
'·
o $24,00 double.
available f!(;~y· 1"/;d biweeklY rates
·
· .,.
ocks for bus
se.rvlce to SL'( sl!;l_ resorts. ReJ'lt.a,~car on
premises. Shuttle service to and from
airpert, CaU(801) 35o-3!Jl1 for further
information and reservation#~~
1/19
~!\~MAE!. Bh.aACIKRFI!JLLOWtr!!,vellers,
.
•. . .
1/10
WE BOT OISTIUBVTORS Prescription
eyeglass frames, . Grenlch VJllage
(Lennon Styles), gol<l, rlmless, $I54.50,
regular $65,00, Pay Less Opticians 5007
1\{enaulNE.
···
• tfn

CLAIM YOUR LOST articles at Campus

Polio~, 1821 Roma NE, between 7:00

anda.oopm.

ani

112i

3. Services

f';~ge

~R RENT, UNFURNISID!)D house 3
Jl,;om, 1 andB/4 bath, 1.3 miles from
b k • Ftai c~rpet!ng, drapes, Fenced
tl'l~. ~~~~: $3BO/montl>.299-3182 or 2Jlt8:i
7ONE··
···
· . .
.
. ·.
duplexll$L0l90<l~ TO UNM, one-bedroom
• =2·8160.
.
1/12
QUIET, IMMACULATE ONE bedroom
furnished apartment. Walk-In c)Qset •
Prlvate Patio, $210, utilities paid. No
J1e s. chll<lren, UNMarea.842-0925. tfn
ROOMMAT.E WANTJIJD IN pnv.,;te.
Ple~s ant nome, near campus. Fireplace,
par_ 1ng1 own bathroom a:nd ·study
$170,1qcJudes utiUtles, phone, Frank:
243-4242, 888-8991.
1/12
SUPER SPA()[OUS SPOTLESS two
bedroom apartment Fl:-eplace, 9ft,
tloseb1. l}xcellent fu_rniEJhinga·, tns:ulEL.ted
for qulelness. $350, utilities paid. No
pets, children. UNM area. 842-0925. 1/28
SHAUE MY OOiiiFoRTAULE house.

THE_
UNM &

_

_ _

locaUon near

. .
servlc~ every 30
minutes. 1 beQroom or etn·ch:mcy from

$205. All utilities paid. Deluxe kitchen
with. dishwasher & ·disposal,_ recreath:m
r09m. swimming pool, TV room &
laundry, A<lult complex, no pets, 1520
UnlversltyNE,243-l!49.1.
tfn

5. For Sale

EXPERIENCED Tti'IST. ENGLISH

Educational Center

Call Days Evenings r. Weekends

Call Day$, Evenings,
.

&Weekends

127 Jefferson N.E.
265-2524

NEW!
CPA

All Tennis Racquets 30% OFF
20% OFF Pon!J Basketball Shoes
Reg. $4l.95NOW $33.75

COURSE
Centers in- More than 85 Malar
us .ewes, Puerto Rico·. Torontot

Canada & Zurich, switterland
Vutsode NY State

CAl[ TOLL FREE: 800·223·U82.

Executive. 266-9550.
1/26
- GUJ~AR LESSONS: -ALL styles.'
Marc s Guitar StudiO, 265-3315.
tfn
GUITAR LESSONS INSTRUCTION in
Albuquerque since 1966. Two locations
1/2B
Dan Dowling. 266·14711.
QA TYPING SER.l'JOE: A complete
typing- and editorial sy•tem, Technical,
general. legal, medlcQ.l. .scholastic~
Charts & tables. M5'2125.
tfn
Tti'IST-TERM PAPERS, resumes.
299-8970.
1/30

4. Housing
ATTRACTIVE TWO BEDROOM
apartment, furnished, near ONM,
Utilities paid. $280 a .month. No pets. 440
Princeton SE • .AvallableJanuliJ"y 1. 265·
6131.
.
1/12
ATTRACTIVE TWO BEDROO~I
apartment, furnished, 11ear UNM.
Utllltles paid. $280 a month. No pets. 440
Princeton SE. Available January 1. 255·
6131.
1/12
EXCLUSivE ONE IIEDROO~I fur·
nlshed, utilities paid. Security walk to
UNM, TVl. $235.843-6352. 344-6023. 1}Jl
FURNISHED AI'ARTl\IENTS FOR
rent, atudlo $175, efficiencies $145,
utilities paid, 6 blocks to UNM, 842-6170.
1/12
FUltNISHED BEJDROOl\1 AND ef.
flclen.cy apartments. $U5-$I50.
Utll.ll!es paid except electricity. No
children, peh. 1410 Central SE. See
Manager, Apt. H. after4 pm,
1/29
FURNISIIED
ONE
BEDROOJ\1
apartment, free utilities, pool, lounge
and laundry, close to buses and sltop·
ping-. Hilltop House Apartments. 5700
CopperNE, 268-3150, $245-$265/montlt. _
_1/28
FOR SALE< INEXl'ENSlVE three
bedroom mobile home. Excellent
con<lltlon, close to Urtlversl!Y• Ideai for
students. Adults onlY. Ct 21-2D2-0.W4,
nights. 292·5270.
1/22

23,. New Mexico Dally Lobo,

PART TilliE J()IJ, gra<lu~te students
only. Mternoo~ and evenings, Must b•
able to worll Friday and Saturday
nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply In
person; no phone calls please. Saveway
Liquor Stores, at 5704 Lomasl'!.E., 5516
MenauiN.I!l.
2/6

7.:.•......:·Tr
=·=a=v..:·. ;:e:::.l:._______
C,-\TCH A RIDE by rea<Jing, Advertise
your rlde In the Dally Lobo.
tfn

J~nuary

12, 1981

8. MiscellaneOU"'"'..
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSIIOP and
Photogral'bY Gallery ls locate<l 'h block
from Johnson Gym at 1lt Cornell SE
Hours: ll-6, Monday • Fri<i!W. Spectai
Order Service.
·
tfn
SALE! SALE! SALE! Work shlrta,
usecl-launct_ered and l}ung, 3 for $10.00,
$4.00 ~ach. Kaufman's W•st, a, real
Army-Navy Stor~. 604 Yale.SE. 256-0000.
1/22

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Non·smc;>ker, non-relig:toua:. non-sexist.

La.rge yard, washer, $165/month.
Utilities Included, 243-6487,
1122
SEARCHING
FOR
HOUSING?
Rme~~s~l!<l:;;en;~c~e
halls are your answer tor
Clc
convenience to campus plu~;~
-economy ln houSJng and
. Space Is available
sente!3terJ but
La Posada 201, we;ekdiays

MA, editor, published writer, mM

IUIPUIN

lobo Sweaters Reg. $17.95 Now$10.95
All New Balance Running Shoes 10~40% OFF

~}~~~ south 0~ t~n~~l~foV~%t~i1~

2. IAlst & Found

St~~.
• shoe resoling
• custom running shoe design
• racquet stringing

tfu .

a·

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Winter Clothing
Clearance!

photos. 8 for $1i 00"
town' Fa t 1 • •• 1,owest Ptlces In
265.2#.4 0~ 'c~.:;~s~gi7~ea
.. Call
7 0r 1uNMrd
NE.
.
ra . a!v<l.
PIZZA CITY SPECI ·
··
lfn
drlnll when ou ·
AI.: Free small soft
plz?;Q with
buy two slices of cheese

ACPOSS
1 Higld
6 Small piece
10 Thin slrfp
14 Asian cjty
1!i Oflslone
16. Pilaster
17 Mr. Dvorak
18 N.Y.C. waterway! 2 words
20 Debatable
21 Remote
22 Public
23 Legal paper
25 UK coin, for
short
27 Beat
30 Coy
31 Dress up
32 Ages
33 Flange
-36 Layer
37 Ulna and lila
38 Transfer
39 - Arbor
40 Some. traliers
41 Run for the

48 Moment

49 Utter
50 Vessel

UNITED Feature Syndicale
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved

54 Registering

57 Breathing

58 Perfume
59 Tu1san: Jnf.
60 Gallery
61 Unite
62 Procures
63 Weapon
DOWN
1 Fraud
2. N. Me~Jcan
Indian
3 Preposition
4 Slippers
5 Half sawbuck
6 Ftimfl!lm
L!:..l:.l!!.e.JI!:.
7 Frost
26 Citrus drinks
B Office-hold· 27 Facts
--erE;
26 Hibernia- 9 Favorite
29 Frantic
10 Relinquishes 30 Half note
11 Lydia Pink• .32 Large volham· • e ·g •
l!mes
12 Severe
34 - fixe
13 Person
35 Army meal
42 Appreciate
19 Hawsers
37 Existed
44 Throbs
21 Suitable
38 Salad
45 Fabrics
24 Beam
40 Beet source
47 Subside
25 Domiciles
41 Gallop
r-:--..-::---r:-...,..,..""'7:"-

43 Can. heroine
Laura-

44 Compensate
45 Slpper
46 Ridge
47 Salaries
49Tizzy
51 Hawaiian city
52 Man's name
s3 Hang
55 Pointer
58 0DE
57 Fool

6. Employment
CLUB 1\IEDITERUANEJ\N, SAILING
expeditions! l'!ee~ed: Sports Insti-uc·
tora1 Office pertonnel, Councelors.
Euro·pe, Carribean, Worldwide!
Summer Career. Send $5.95 plus $1.00
han<lllng for application, openings,
guide
to
Crulseworld
60129
1/30
Sacramento, OA91i850.
HELP WANTED: ONE hour week<lays,
1:30·2:30, some lfftlng. 3 blocks from
campus. $4/hour. Call ·Keith evenings.
242·3347.
1/12
NEElD STUDENTS FOR our College
Intern SaleS Program. Commission
Sales. Average Income $8.00 to $12.00
per hour• .Flexible work hours. Call Jfll
atNortltwes!ernMutualLife-883-5360
2/2
NEED ART STUDENT capable of
landscape ren<lerlngs beginning
February. 243·5847 after 7pm. Mike

• expert consultation •

Qlfi-.,----

2210 Central SE

256-0428

.

·~~4/
\,:rJJj

Need a Dentist?
.'>'·;,~Ronald Ziemann, DDS

lf/~- oFfers

4: '' ~ ,
1'

ree

10820 Comuuche NE
296-556!

Do financial accounting, business modeling papers
and graphics on the Apple

20°/o
Off

lobo
men's
shop

S<Jnfa h!.
811/Menau/N~
(<Jtro~s

from Hoffmanlown)

243-6954

I

Apple speaks Basic, UCSD Pascal, Fortran,
Pilot and runs CPM with a Microsoft 2-80 card.

Ladie~s

403 Cordova nd. West

l

2. COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS

BOOTS
& Men's

General Stores
UNM)

Why stand in line at the computer center when you can
buy an Apple and do your homework at horne.

1. BUSINESS MAJORS

30'ro off

(across from

"INSTEAD OFAN APPLE FOR THE TEACHER
GET AN APPLE FOR THE STUDENT"

. mlt!'Jtt'rtc!~ W!tt5;tHj l"it,2!JZ.. f4tl

or

111 Harvard SE:

UNM students a
10% Discount

computar 1nc.

2120 central SE:

3. ARTS & SCIENCE MAJORS

UNIVERSITY

SHELL

YOUR. COMPLETE
CAHCAlm
CEN'ffiR
· · 2720 Central Ave. SE
Alhuqucrquc
266-4446

Do your paper on a word processors and edit before
you print. Saves time and eliminates errors.

4. ENGINEERING STUDENTS
Apples speak Fortran and Basic. And can do 3
dimensional color graphics. Job cost accounting
is available.

ARINCO COMPUTERS
345·2459
2820· c Broadbent Pkwy.

Between Candelaria & Menaul
off Pan American Freeway
OPEN 8:30 to 5:00 Mon.-Fri.

t
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